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From the Chief Editor’s Desk 

Scotopia (ISSN: 2455-5975) a multilingual online journal, published by Hiralal Mazumdar 

Memorial College for Women, Dakshineswar publishes research papers and articles of high 

standards.  These papers are peer-reviewed by eminent experts. The Chief Editor, along with the 

academically dedicated members of her editorial board sends these papers to external 

academicians and scholars, after primary selection. The editorial board selects subject experts to 

review the works on the basis of their expertise in the field. The editors analyse the reviewers’ 

comments and make a recommendation to the author for necessary improvement and then takes 

the final decision to accept or reject the papers.  A single negative review, with which the editor 

agrees, may be sufficient to recommend rejection. 

Etymologically the word Scotopia  originates from the Greek skotos, darkness + New Latin –

opia; in simple version it stands for scotopic vision in New Latin; our college has designed 

this journal to spread knowledge to ensure vision in dim light. ‘Scotopia’ thus conceptually 

enhances the ability to see in darkness or dim light. Our journal also attempts to spread the light of 

knowledge in this era of confusion, dilemma and darkness. 

This is our proud privilege that renowned scholars of our college, as well as belonging to other 

colleges or universities or institutes send their contributions for publications. Normally the 

papers are of very high qualities and in real terms spread light of knowledge to the academic 

community. Readers’ blessings and more powerful contributions will encourage us to proceed 

further to reach our destination for creating a world of divine intellect.  

Dr Soma Ghosh 

Principal  

Hiralal Mazumadar Memorial College for Women, 

Dakshineswar,  Kolkata 

and  Chief  Editor, SCOTOPIA: a Multilingual Journal 
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Digital World – Power to Empower 

Dr. Soma Ghosh 

Principal 

Hiralal Mazumdar Memorial College for Women 

Prelude 

In the recent decade we are captivated in a digitally empowered world, in which digital 

technology has taken a revolutionary step forward to transform almost every aspect of human 

life. Our personal space to professional domain- the entire existence is being encircled by digital 

network and digital communications. We dream to have digital devices to survive in a better 

way; our status symbol is our I-phones, our high configuration computers, our highly configured 

and high profile featured cell phones etc. From the workplace to entertainment world, travel, 

banking, shopping etc. are surrounded by digital mechanisms and data, especially big data. 

Virtual environment composed and developed by Internet and digital devices surrounds us, 

connects us with each other and with the world as a whole. Digital technology is allowing access 

to all type of information and communication, leading to enhancement of knowledge, giving us a 

comfort zone to strive for a better life. The world cannot even think to remain active and alive 

without websites, smart phones, digital televisions, video streaming, e-books, digital music, geo-

location, without blogs, social media and so on and consequently computers, printers, self 

scanning devices, digital cameras, ATMs, robotics, drones and guided missiles. We buy and sell 

online, we read and write digitally and we even may start thinking and dreaming digitally very 

soon. Artificial intelligence is involved in all these and this has increased the threat to loss of 

privacy in an undemocratic way. Use of personal information to intrude in private sphere raises a 

bone of contention regarding power of the people vs. speed of marketing politics, market 

economy and commoditized society. 

 

Digital Society: ‘Power to Empower’ 

The term “digital” has become extremely popular connotation in this digitally driven world. Its 

implication cannot be simplified by explaining merely the terminology and epistemology of the 
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science and techniques of ‘information dissemination’ and ‘networking’. Since the term has 

some performance potential, the world leaders are now inclined to think about a new perspective 

of the information revolution; new technical directions are coming up and  more radical thoughts 

for future are taking place of the conventional ones. Digitization of different domains of human 

activities and human life and society has become a target and at the same time has become a 

process, leading to initiation of new set of policies with new terminology, renewed elaboration 

and with intelligent ambience. New vocabulary has emerged to address the issues of the digital 

world and to lay foundation of scientific and public discourses. Communications among ICT’s 

inventors, policy-makers, businesses, citizens and their organizations regarding digital 

constructs, digitally tenable visions, strategies and their societal acceptance and implementation 

have become far more frequent. Some ICT experts prefer to use the term “digital” as a term 

specifying a higher level of technology and in a more metaphoric way; a qualitative change due 

to increased use of technological applications in many domains and spheres of human activities 

is in their projections. But some prefer to utter the term ‘digital’ in a simplified form, so as to 

touch the hearts of the mass, which is increasingly getting highlighted in the policy diaries of the 

world political and economic leaders. In all forms, the discussions and acts on the possibilities 

and prospect of digitization have become the stimulus of its development, more so in the 

pandemic era due to lockdowns, increasing health budget, shut down of educational hubs etc. 

Digitization, a process of conversion of technologies from analogue to digital form, resulting in a 

better quality of communication, network, transmission and storage has raised new possibilities 

of linking files. 

Digital Environment: Indian Experience 

 In India the virtual environment that has been constructed and developed through computers and 

empowered by the internet allows processing and storing of digitalized data like that in the other 

parts of the globe. In 1987, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, entrusted Sam Pitroda to lead six 

technology driven missions associated with telecommunications, water, literacy, 

immunization, dairy and oil seeds. He founded India's Telecom Commission and became its 

first chairman. Government of India launched Digital India campaign on July 1, 2015. 
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Keeping in mind the need for digitization Government of India had come out with innovative 

ideas and practical solutions to initiate the vision of digital India with the aspirations to 

promote its motto of “Power to Empower". The vision was to transform our nation into 

‘digital India and to create opportunities for all citizens to access all the amenities of civic 

life by harnessing digital technologies. The major objectives of this initiative were  to 

supply high-speed internet altogether gram panchayats, to supply quick access to Common 

Service Centre (CSC) within the entire locality etc. It sought to restructure many existing 

schemes and to implement them in a synchronized manner. The vision was to empower every 

citizen with knowledge and information about digital services, enabling them to have bette r 

access to digital services, knowledge and information. Drives were taken for creation of 

more digital infrastructure, digital delivery of services, and digital literacy. Policies and best 

practices had been taken from the inspirations around the world to make this vision of a 

digital India a reality. At the initial phase this effort included the following  

1. Broadband Highways 

2. Universal Access to Mobile Connectivity 

3. Public Internet Access Programme 

4. e-Governance 

5. e-Kranti 

6. Information for All 

7. Electronics Manufacturing 

8. IT for Jobs 

9. Early Harvest Programmes 

  

The Government of India's entity Bharat Broadband Network Limited (BBNL), executer of 

the Bharat Net project was entrusted the responsibility as the custodian of Digital India (DI) 

project. Some of the facilities proposed to be provided through this initiative were Bharat 

net, digital locker, e-education, e-health, e-sign, e-shopping and national scholarship portal. 
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As part of Digital India, Government of India planned to launch Botnet cleaning centers. 

National e-Governance Plan aimed at bringing all the front-end government services online 

to be in tune with the vision of Digital India. 

 

• ‘My Gov. in’ was thought to be a platform to share inputs and ideas on matters of 

policy and governance and to ensure citizens’ engagement in governance, through a 

"Discuss", "Do" and "Disseminate" approach. 

  

•  UMANG (Unified Mobile Application for New-age Governance) was conceived as a 

unified secure multi-channel multi-platform multi-lingual multi-service freeware 

mobile app of Government of India for accessing over 1,200 central and state 

government services in diverse Indian languages, including services such as 

AADHAAR, DigiLocker, Bharat Bill Payment System, PAN, Income Tax, GST, 

information regarding higher education institutions through AISHE, NIRF, 

UCCHASIKSHA PORTAL, vaccination data, Arogya Setu and fee or utility bill 

payments, education, students’ enrolment, job search, health, agriculture, travel, 

Indian flight/railway tickets bookings, birth and death certificates, e-District, e-

Panchayat, police clearance, passport, e-Sign framework, e-Hospital application, 

digital attendance and other utility services from private companies and far more. 

 

Initiatives were taken for ‘Back-end digitization’. Union budget of 2016 announced 

eleven technology driven initiatives including the utilization of 

knowledge analytics to trace tax evaders, creating a considerable opportunity for IT 

companies, Digital Literacy mission designed to cover six crore rural households, 

connecting 550 farmer markets in the country through the use of technology etc.. The 

government had planned to create huge seats of BPOs in various states and set up at 

least one Common Service Centre in each of the gram panchayats in the state to 

encourage BPOs and to boast up employability. E-Sampark Vernacular email service 

was launched to connect rural India with Digital India; the Government of India 

impelled giant email services provider giants including Gmail, office, and Rediff to 

provide the email address in regional languages. Digital India Mission is an initiative 
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that encompasses plans to attach the agricultural areas of the country with high-speed 

internet networks, like connecting post office branches in the rural areas 

electronically or promoting electronic transactions related to e-governance. 

 

Challenges of Digital India 

There are several challenges faced by this flagship mission: 

1. Low internet speed, as well as the Wi-Fi hotspots, are slow as compared to other 

developed nations 

2. Hurdles for  small and medium scale industry to struggle for adapting to the modern 

digital technology 

3. Limited capability of entry-level smart phones for smooth internet access 

4. Inadequacy of technically equipped  manpower in the field of digital technology 

5. The growing menace of digital crime 

6. Lack of user education 

7. Digital illiteracy 

8. Digital divide 

9. Poor infrastructure 

10.  Lack of coordination among various departments 

11.  Issue pertaining to higher slab of taxation 

12. Political micro-targeting and trespassing into private sphere of the individuals for vested 

political or business interests.  

Government of India has taken a strong initiative, known as Digital India initiative to ensure 

smooth access of government services to citizens of world’s largest democracy through 

electronic mode; to reach the people, even in remote areas, steps have been taken to improve 

digital infrastructure and to increase Internet connectivity. Thus digital revolution in India began 

as a part of dream project of the Government of India to take nation forward digitally and 

economically. But this initiative has lots of roadblocks in the way of its successful 

implementation. These challenges need to be addressed and a lot of efforts and dedication from 
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all segments are to be taken in order to extract the full potential of this programme, so that 

various new opportunities get open for the citizens of the country. 

Government of India should take steps to make Indian society digitally empowered. Digital 

literacy should be incorporated in syllabus.   Digital protection laws must be more effective to 

prevent crime. Awareness programmes are to be organized, especially in rural and remote areas, 

for digital education and information. Benefits and cautions regarding internet services are to be 

highlighted in the campaigns for digital India to increase the growth of internet usage, as well as 

prevent the occurrence of cyber crime. Digital divide needs to be addressed by strengthening the 

infrastructure and for this public-private partnership (PPP) might be potentially helpful.  PPP 

models must be explored, licensing policies must be made easy and lucid and favorable taxation 

policies must be initiated for sustainable and steady development of digital infrastructure. 

Maximizing connectivity and minimizing cyber security risks by maintaining the database with 

utmost protection should be taken as a mission.  

Digital Polarization 

The big tech companies, political parties, interest groups etc.  buy, sell and use  data for 

activation of digital market, digital polity and digital society. These entities create a socio-

psychographic profile of citizens/individuals to target their potential buyers/voters. Digital 

mechanism promotes microtargeting, leading to polarization, disinformation, and 

misinformation. Digital polarization shapes market or voting behavior of an individual in a way 

to give maximum benefit to the capitalists and the existing ruling community in their desired 

way. Donald Trump’s deterrence project is one of the biggest examples of digital polarization; 

Donald Trump’s deterrence project not only led to controversial election results but also 

promoted racial discrimination by the use of digital models and algorithms. Digital America 

deterred black Americans from voting in the 46th Presidential election, though the process started 

before Obama’s reign.  Digital society thus helps nurturing this kind of algorithmic bias which 

promotes and adheres social discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, 

sex, marital status, age , and the like.  Leave campaign in the UK, leading to Brexit is another 

example of digital polarisation. Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and other social media platforms 
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often promote polarization and help spreading misinformation and disinformation. This threatens 

democracy.  

It does not lead one to say that advent of digital society is a curse. It is not possible to either 

eliminate algorithmic bias or it is not worthwhile to stop the expansion of digital world, which is 

a mark of this era of technological revolution. There must be some regulations imposed by the 

governments on securing individuals privacy so as to ensure justice, equality and fraternity in the 

society and to promote ethical expansion of digital society, digital economy and digital polity. 

In United States of America Equal Credit Opportunity Act of USA has been enacted which has 

made it illegal for a company to use a biased algorithm producing and nurturing discrimination 

on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age; this law has been 

designed to create a fair digital world. There are General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

regulation in European Union for data protection and protection of privacy in the European 

Union and the European Economic Area aiming to promote a digital world for progress of 

human civilisation. All the countries should enact such laws to ensure their citizen’s privacy and 

democratic existence. In the name of transparency of algorithms and other public centric 

policies, citizens’ private domain must not be jeopardised. Digital world has come with big 

challenges. Ethical administration of digital world can give leverage good social causes. 
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When the Pandemic Infected Indian Federation 

Sarbani Guha Ghosal 

Associate Professor, Political Science 

Bijoy Krishna Girls’ College, Howrah 

 

Disaster: 

COVID-19 has brought a once-a-century event before the entire world. In the first quarter of 

2020 human existence has been affected in a superfast way leaving all of us utterly baffled 

putting our imaginative power also in abeyance. The pandemic tragedy seems to be more 

devastative than the World War II if we consider the range of affected areas. Every single aspect 

of geopolitics is tremendously stressed bearing consequences for local, regional, national and 

international politics. Crises are grappling economic, political and social lives in unprecedented 

ways resulting historical reshaping of power, government, governance and communities.  The 

entire scheme of social contract where our existence is rooted upon is severely devastated. 

Several questions are floating on the air regarding the role of government, health sector, 

economic system, legal system and other segments of governance and public policy in local, 

national and international levels. 

One of the most strained political concern during this COVID 19 period in India undoubtedly 

centers on the concept of “Federalism”. The very concept of federalism and its several principles 

started facing serious challenges everyday leading to remarkable tension in the centre-state 

relations. Centrality of the union government has entered not only in the level of policy decisions 

but also in the level of collective consciousness in an unprecedented way making the basic 

foundation of federal democracy absolutely weak. The post independent tradition of democratic 

federalism with strong constitutional arrangement and rule of law is facing serious challenges 

showing critical signals for the foundation of Indian nationhood questioning the fundamental 

political structure of the land. It often seems that the federal narrative of the Indian state which 

has faced different ups and downs in different period is standing before a blind alley.  Now the 

present paper will try to throw some questions on the changing nature of Indian federation with 

definite effects on national, sub-continental and global politics. This piece of writing is a product 

of documentary sources predominantly received from electronic and print media and finally the 
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accumulated information are submitted on the anvil of the broad theoretical paradigm of 

federalism to deduce certain conclusions. 

The article starts with a very brief understanding of Indian federalism and some points of 

intervention. In the next phase elaborations are on some areas of sociopolitical challenges in the 

COVID19 period. Here it is worthy to remember that almost all the sociopolitical challenges to 

Indian federation have their roots in financial issues. In the concluding part attempt is made to 

find some convergence points on how the central and state governments can reduce the tension 

points to act together.  

Foundational Principle and Opportunism: 

The despicable nature of the Indian political parties deserves a special mention at the very 

beginning as all the major political parties support the principles of federalism absolutely and 

vouch for its proper implementation as long as they are in opposition bench of national 

parliament. However, the moment they occupy the majority in Loksabha they prefer to blissfully 

ignore all fundamentals of federalism. And this is the perennial problem of federal ethics in 

India. Moreover, all the leading political parties in the present times are proudly giving the open 

call for “opposition free legislature” in all their election campaigns. This is an utterly disgusting 

behavior bearing the innate desire to masquerade the basic principles of parliamentary liberal 

democracy that the framers of the Indian Constitution very meticulously developed for the land.  

Indian federation from the very initial days suffers from some terminological fallacy. We all are 

aware of the fact that Article 1 declares that India, that is Bharat shall be a Union of States. 

Nowhere have we found the term “federation” leading to several subsequent problems. Founding 

father of the document Dr. Ambedkar categorically has stated on several occasions that there 

were certain advantages in describing India as a Union of states and this expression indicates two 

important facts: first, that federalism in India had not been the result of an agreement among the 

units and second, that the constituent units of Indian federation had no right to secede from it. 

K.C.Wheare also reiterates the same spirit somewhat by saying: Indian union is a unitary state 

with subsidiary federal features rather than a federal state with subsidiary unitary features. 

Similarly several other commentators have identified it as federation without federalism or union 

of unequal states. An interesting description was provided by Alfred Stephan in 1999 in his 
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famous article “Federalism & Democracy: Beyond the US Model”. It regards India as “holding 

together”(meaning thereby that there is no pooling of authority and retention of nationality in 

that pattern of federation) federation and not “coming together”(where separate states combine 

their sovereign rights and assets to form a strong nation) federation. This is an idea which really 

is quite fascinating.  

Now in the next part the author prefers to refer to the different categories of challenges that 

Indian federation has confronted in this COVID -19 era, resulting mostly from economic control 

of the union government which gradually has spread its dark wings over the socio-cultural 

domains with every step having distinct political cadence. A humble submission to start with is 

that COVID 19 has developed a completely directionless polity and economy for a large part of 

globe and not for India alone.  

Power Play: 

“Lockdown” is a new entry in the common vocabulary since March 2020 as different countries 

have adopted it as a strategy to control the rising curve of the disease. The Government of India 

on March 22, 2020 ordered a voluntary curfew followed by a number of combat regulations in 

different phases. The first in this series was declared on March 24, 2020 whereby the Central 

Government has ordered a nationwide ‘‘lockdown’’ for 21 days completely limiting the 

movement of above 1.3 billion population of the land as a preventive measure by stopping all 

kinds of activities barring a few essential ones. Till 30th May, 2020 we have witnessed 68 days of 

total lockdown in four phases and from 1st June began the fifth phase of lockdown along with 1st 

phase of unlocking.  

After the great depression of 1930s the entire global economic system never suffered in such a 

shattering way as in front of COVID 19 pandemic. The massive halt in the economic front put 

the constituting states of India in a situation of complete income less status. While the sudden 

medical exigency put a heavy toll on their spending part as public health, sanitation and hospitals 

are state subjects. The outbreak of COVID-19 took place at a time which is an extreme 

inappropriate period for the economic sector of the country. The national economy already 

started showing palpable indicators of slowdown. Particularly investment rate and savings rate in 

the economy showed a clear downward trend. Employment fell. The result of lockdown 
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restrictions meant to contain the spread of the corona virus ultimately wiped out jobs and 

businesses for millions. The Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) reported 

unemployment levels of 24-27% in April and May 2020, up from 8-9%, before the lockdown 

started. The situation improved to some extent in 2021 but again since August the situation is 

deteriorating. People who have not lost their jobs have reported income losses for pay cuts and 

lowering business profits. In a national survey of nearly 6000 households in May 2020, 84% of 

households reported decreases in income since the lockdown.(IFPRI:2020) The Indian economy 

contracted by 23.9 percent in the second quarter, the most drastic fall in decades. India’s decline 

is the worst among the world’s major economies.(NYT:2020) 

However, before this severe blow official data of 2018-19 showed that our unemployment rate is 

highest in 45 years. India's economic growth is about 5.0 percent in the 2019-20 fiscal years, the 

slowest pace since 2008-09 and significantly slower than the previous year, according to the First 

Advance Estimates, released by the Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation. Amidst 

several upheavals the Covid-19 pandemic has emerged on top of the already brewing crisis 

giving a serious jolt to the slow moving economy with an all round halt.  

The imposition of a pan-India lockdown, a precarious decision with so many repercussions was 

taken without any consultation with State governments. But prevention of Contagious Disease 

across states clearly is mentioned in item number 29 of the Concurrent List of Indian 

Constitution. Moreover, the issues of social security, social insurance, employment and 

unemployment all of which are integrally related as outcomes of lockdown decision categorically 

belong to concurrent list. 

Several notifications and guidelines issued by Union Government following the lockdown 

declaration have paralyzed State finances. At the same time those have significantly undermined 

concepts of federal cooperation also, a foundational principle of Indian nationhood. The central 

orders covered even fields strictly falling within the domain of the State as per the 7th Schedule 

of the Constitution. This includes the state government offices, hospitals, shops, markets, 

industries, agriculture, alcohol etc. 

The major share of states’ revenue comes from liquor sales, stamp duty from property 

transactions and the sales tax on petroleum products. Closing down of these areas naturally 

https://www.cmie.com/kommon/bin/sr.php?kall=warticle&dt=2020-05-05%2008:22:21&msec=776
https://www.cmie.com/kommon/bin/sr.php?kall=warticle&dt=2020-05-05%2008:22:21&msec=776
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/research/rustandy/blog/2020/how-are-indian-households-coping-under-the-covid19-lockdown
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brought severe financial constraint for the states. Nobody opposed the series of interfering 

decisions of central government because the issue of human life is an important and extremely 

sensitive concern and COVID19 has percolated such an illogical state of mind among majority 

that any kind of opposition to the decisions would surely earn the anti-people tag for them. So, 

neither any political party nor the state governments took that risk of challenging the central 

decision, especially as election was slated for a number of states in coming days. Ultimately this 

approach undermines the basic principles of federal democracy. 

The medial pandemic has unleashed pandemic beyond repair for fourth pillar of federal 

democracy. Flood of paid news leads to absolute loss of credibility for the media universally and 

for Indian media in particular putting the concept of federal democracy in leviathan like stage. 

Media is absolutely engaged in spreading sensational news instead of sensitizing the people 

about the disease. In the context of the pandemic the terror of media has let loose a spirit of 

thanatophobia, meaning thereby a type of anxiety developing out of a fear of one’s own death or 

the process of dying. Media very successfully from the very beginning of pandemic has 

circulated and validated the notions of thanatophobia and lockdown in binary terms and thereby 

completely destroyed the domain of balanced, scientific and critical thinking which is 

indispensable for successful federalism as well as for any crisis management. The issue has 

reached such a pathetic stage that even the police terror for implementing lockdown has been 

justified by media and the general public in several states. The sense of mutual trust and 

camaraderie among the population, a sense of entitlement towards certain rights among the 

community members which are the bedrocks of federal democracy are lost completely. Thus the 

Gramscian concept of cultural hegemony of the state through ideological state apparatus has 

been completely percolated over the length and breadth of the society and community in every 

possible way.  

 

Money Matters: 

 

It is the issue of GST compensation on which some state governments have raised their voice 

first showing signs of opposition to central directives. However the media in this crucial juncture 

has found untimely demise of SSR, the short time hero of Mumbai and involvement of Rhea, his 

partner, more important than either outright denial of GST compensation or abolition of 
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questioning hour in parliament and different state assemblies as if that will surely bring more 

fortune for the aam admi of India. This is a sheer violation of the role of media in federal system. 

 

The GST issue is the prime cause for the decay of the federal character of Indian state. States’ 

GST collections have been severely affected with their dues not disbursed by Centre in proper 

intervals. Centralization trends associated with GST collections drained the states’ financial 

capacities. Despite repeated demands from the beginning, the Centre did not release any 

outstanding GST compensation till mid June 2020.(Vijayan:2020) After that also the release 

process is extremely irregular. The autocratic approach of the union government on GST issues 

is manifested greatly in the 41st GST council meeting on 27th August, 2020. In respect of 33% 

lesser collection of revenue in the first four months of current financial year than the last year the 

states naturally have asked for compensation package. As per the GST (Compensation to States) 

Act, 2017 the Centre is bound to compensate states for a five-year transition period for any 

potential loss in revenues due to implementation of tax. The states agreed on this new scheme 

with this specific assurance on 2017. Attorney General of India, who according to the 

Constitution is supposed to be the highest law officer of the land, took a highly confusing 

decision on the issue when the central government has referred it to him. The AG on principle 

agreed to the view that states should be compensated as per the law. But he placed the 

responsibility to GST Council for deciding the modalities of compensation. The GST Council 

opines that it cannot compel the centre to compensate by borrowing. In this dubious federal crisis 

the only truth is huge loss for the states.  Amidst the GST row the honorable Finance Minister, 

the alumnus of one of the premier educational institute blamed the act of God for revenue 

shortfall and defended the Centre's stand of not paying GST compensation to states. Shrugging 

off any financial central responsibility the states are offered with two equally problematic 

options of borrowing by setting special RBI window with clear objective of putting them on 

further financial dreariness.   

The trend towards centralization is also evident in the Terms of Reference (ToRs) for the 15th 

Finance Commission (FC). It is entrusted to examine along others, whether revenue deficit 

grants should be provided at all for the State Governments (ToR5), and to recommend measures 

for controlling “populist measures by the States” [ToR 7(viii)]. Such directions not only compel 

the Finance Commission to go beyond its constitutional mandate, but also reveal how non-
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elected bodies are being misused to constrain the fiscal space of the States. This not only 

weakens the foundations of fiscal federalism but also runs against the basic principles of 

cooperative federalism and a sense of distrust develops in overall polity.(Ghosh:2020) 

The constitution of PM-Cares Relief fund and situating it above CAG audit jurisdiction is 

another bone of contention in the sociopolitical and financial relationship between the union and 

state governments. It is clear use of pandemic crisis to upheld partisan interest. This fund is 

created under the umbrella of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) contributions. But the 

central government has decided to keep Chief Minister’s Relief Fund and State Relief Funds for 

COVID19 out of CSR purview. This is a direct dis-incentive measure towards corporate 

donation for the states. Surprisingly this exclusion is done merely by issuing a circular from the 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs. It is simply an attempt to divert funds from States to Centre. It is 

not only illegal but also  ultra vires the Companies Act, 2013,  and is also unconstitutional by 

making an arbitrary distinction between two identical entities set up for same statutory purpose, 

i.e., the PM Cares Fund and the State Funds to fight Covid-19. Amitava Chaudhury, President 

IAPR, the famous RTI activist has categorically mentioned in two episodes of RTI & Good 

Governance series that RTI application for detail of the PM Cares has been rejected on the plea 

that this Fund is not a Public Authority under the ambit of Section 2(H) of the RTI Act, 2005. 

(Chaudhuri:You Tube:Ep:5) 

The unilateral decision of the central government to suspend MPLADS for two years and 

diversion of the funds to the Consolidated Fund of India is another blow to the concept of fiscal 

cooperative federalism. It is definitely anti-federal centralization of financial resources burdening 

the states. In times of extreme health crisis, like the COVID19 situation, local level relief works 

seriously gets affected for this decision. The moment the fund allotted to MPLAD scheme is 

transferred to the Consolidated Fund of India it becomes a monopoly for the union government 

to decide the rule of games regarding its allocation depriving the separate local needs and the 

state priorities. 

‘One India, One Agriculture Market’ slogan declared on June 3, 2020 is an open declaration 

of the centralizing objective of union government. Central government has introduced three 

anti-federal major agricultural market reforms acts in monsoon session: The Essential 

Commodities (Amendment) Act 2020, (removing cereals, pulses, oilseeds, edible oils, onion 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/cabinet-clears-ordinances-to-kick-in-agri-reforms-create-one-india-one-agri-market/articleshow/76185392.cms
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and potatoes from the domain of Essential Commodities Act list and putting them in private 

hands the government has directly touched the issue of food and nutrition of the people with far 

reaching consequences). The Farming Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and 

Facilitation) Act, 2020, and The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price 

Assurance and Farm Services Act, 2020.  PM Modi has defined the passage of these bills as a 

“watershed moment” for India’s farmers. “Farmers have been given new independence in 

agriculture. They will now have more options and opportunities to sell their produce.” But still 

farmers are protesting all over India. Several farmer groups have expressed that the farmers of 

different areas are apprehending of larger corporate exploitation. P. Sainath founder editor of 

the People’s Archive of Rural India said in an interview that the Bills are an attempt to wipe 

out the fortunes of farmers simply. These three inter-linked acts reflect most concerted entry 

of the Centre into state sphere of agriculture as per the constitution. This trio ordinances 

clearly attack on states’ limited revenue resources. The states cannot impose any market fee, 

levy and cess by their APMC (Agricultural Produce Market Committee) Act or any other state 

law. After depriving the states of the revenue, they earlier earned through sales tax by 

replacing it through centrally controlled GST, this is another attack for financially weakening 

the states and making them more dependent on the Centre. COVID -19 has made it clear that 

protecting agriculture as a state subject in Indian federalism would be a key economic, 

political, social and cultural battle in the coming years. 

The attempted Labour law and governance reform (LLR) has proved to be equally dangerous. 

Annulment of labor laws, a product of long years of struggles of the working class of our federal 

democracy is directly destroyed by making the states allies. Facing serious labour unrest over 

last decades in different areas the centre has permitted the state governments to go ahead with 

labour reforms since labour falls under the Concurrent List in the Constitution. It is stated that 

the suspension of labour laws for the next three years will help the industry overcome the present 

crisis.  It is needless to say that this decision is more political than economic. Madhya Pradesh 

and Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, and Odisha—have amended 

the Factories Act, 1948 during the lockdown to increase the maximum number of working hours 

per day from 8 to 12 and maximum working hours from 48 to 72 hours per week.  This decision 

would surely reduce female workforce participation and will impose a "gender penalty” besides 
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other detrimental effects. According to a Business Today Report of September 2, 2021 the Indian 

female labour participation has already dropped to 16.1%. The ILO has also criticized it and calls 

for a transition to a '"decent working time" to ensure health and safety, work–life balance, 

promote gender equality, enhance productivity, and facilitate worker choice and influence over 

working hours. 

Stop Talking: 

Debates and discourses are the cardinal feature of federal democracy all over the world.  In the 

monsoon session began on September 14, 2020 the central government through a simple 

notification has abolished the question hour using the excuse of COVID19 to murder the basic 

ideals of federal democracy. The opposition parties strongly criticized the move in vain and was 

quick enough to implement the same in different opposition ruled states with success. 

Health Fiasco: 

The pandemic on a whole has badly exposed the limitations of India’s health system and its 

highly privatized nature which is increasingly going out of common people’s reach. According to 

a recently published estimate in India two persons are drowned below the poverty level every 

minute to meet the medical expenses. (IFPRI:2020)  The launch of digital health card with much 

fanfare may yield rich electoral dividends as instrument for data mining of citizens. But 

addressing health issues of the commoners will be taken up hardly. The real need stands exposed 

because of different media reports regarding acute shortage of critical care equipments, lack of 

testing facility, lack of proper protective gears for doctors and health workers and also increasing 

shortage of hospital space also. The overall budgetary expenditure by Centre and states in 

FY2020 estimates that healthcare is merely 0.31% percent of GDP. The Union Government in 

the year FY2021-22 with a lot of fanfare has increased the health budget to Rs. 2.23 lakh crore 

from the earlier years Rs. 94,452 crores. In government terminology this is an increase of 137%. 

But in reality it is only 0.34% of GDP. There was a clear recommendation of the National Health 

Policy (NHP) 2017 to increase health expenditure to 2.5-3% of GDP to improve the health sector 

of India and that has been violated in the context of pandemic even. (The Wire Science:01.02.21) 

The highly restricted access to healthcare during lockdown – where focus remained solely on 
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Covid 19, has led to many avoidable deaths due to other medical causes. In an RTI application 

mentioned by Amitava Chaudhuri, President IAPR it is stated that in response to one of their RTI 

application a spokesperson from the budget division of the Ministry of Health has responded by 

saying that “there is no dedicated budget-head for the COVID19 pandemic in the detailed 

demand for grant-in-aid for 2020-21”.(Chauduri:You Tube:Ep:7) 

The medical management of COVID19 pandemic is also a matter of concern for the union-state 

relationship. Initial classification of the zones in red, orange and green has generated strong 

criticism from several states. The states quite naturally being the direct authority in dealing with 

pandemic have demanded more autonomy. It is worthwhile to remember here that the central 

guidelines for managing COVID19 were formulated under the Disaster Management Act of 2005 

and as per the Section 11(2) of this Act state consultations are mandatory for formulating and 

furtherance of National Plan. But in this case no consultation has been made with the state. 

Moreover, the arbitrary inspections of central teams in selected disease infected states also have 

created cracks in mutual trust in the federal relationship. 

Covid-19 has not been any kinder to our resource-starved population in India, and  definitely has 

overburdened the healthcare management. The first wave of the pandemic saw an unprecedented 

rush to secure drugs, critical equipment, hospital infrastructure, and skilled manpower through 

2020. Fortunately due to the relentless work of medical workers of all categories and some noble 

social works by some individuals and organizations and some early measures stymied a large-

scale negative impact on India. In 2021, despite the advancements in the vaccination programme, 

infrastructure, treatment protocols, and relentless efforts of our medical and sanitation fraternity, 

we have lost thousands of precious lives to the second, more virulent tsunami. Side by side 

another pandemic in all probability silently has already grabbed the society ant the result of that 

are yet to be calculated in detail. The Global Financing Facility, which has been tracking the 

impact of Covid-19 on maternal and child services after the first wave in 2020, has already 

flagged disconcerting dips in child immunization, outpatient consultations, and rising risk of 

complications from pregnancy.(Bhattacharya &Anand:2021) 

India began a partial liberalization of the economy in the 1980s, but it was after the New 

Economic Policy of 1991 it fully embraced the new strategy. Liberalization, privatization and 

https://www.forbesindia.com/article/covid19-frontline-warriors/gramin-health-care-helps-rural-india-battle-fear-of-covid19/68439/1
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globalization (LPG) became declared official policies. The role of the public sector was scaled 

down from its commanding heights. Health and education became two sectors where private 

investments started to pour in because of instant return and high profitability. Inequalities and 

exclusions in these two sectors soon became rampant. The poor and the middle class are pushed 

out completely. Infectious diseases like malaria, leprosy, small pox which were eradicated 

earlier, reappeared. In other words, since the 1990s the already crumbling India’s public health 

system started signs of cracks due to lack of public investment and political commitment to 

positive health policy aiming at social change. As a result, when the pandemic hit India, its 

health system was completely vulnerable and unable to meet the new challenge.  

Social Division: 

Taking the opportunity of the turbulent situation arising out COVID19 the state authority very 

quickly posed several unsavory sociopolitical challenges before Indian federation. This includes 

legitimization of religion and caste based divisions in identifying the patient, division between 

vande bharat workers and migrant workers, rapid pace of privatization of key sectors without 

caring a bit about the people of the soil and of course suspension of any form of dissent through 

arrest, imprisonment and withdrawal of legal facilities. Concept of criticality which lies at the 

epicenter of both democracy and federalism is gradually losing its ground in a very fast speed. 

Compliance obligation, for both individuals and constituting states, has become the domineering 

ideology. Simultaneously common individuals are receding more and more in the background 

and the idea of boundary construction at different levels is gaining increasing social and moral 

justification.  

Search for Survival: 

In this segment let us try to formulate some points for providing some relief in the centre-state 

relations supplying oxygen to the federal ethos required for the state and individuals. In this 

section preference is given in digging into some ideas provided by famous political scientist 

Ashutosh Varshney almost seven years before in his article “How has Indian Federalism Done?” 

(Varshney:2013)The situation of Indian polity has undergone oceanic change after 2013 when 

the article was published, but still some of its elements remain relevant. It is felt from the clues 
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of Varshney that the approach of our society and polity towards Indian federation needs to be 

changed. From the early period of Indian federation political parties, the leadership, the media, 

the citizens and even academicians are used to decipher Indian federation in terms of binary. The 

oft-assumed binary is that the stronger the states are the weaker the centre and the vice versa. But 

now it’s perhaps the time to draw a new formula where both can be simultaneously strong and 

powerful. Varshney makes a plea for understanding the concept of Indian federalism in relation 

to Indian nationalism.  

There are predominantly four social diversities contributing towards the formation of modern 

Indian polity: language, tribe, caste and religion and all require great care to maintain proper 

social and political fiber. At the same time it is undoubtedly true that India’s federalism is 

fundamentally rooted in two simultaneous pursuits of nationhood. Firstly, an embrace of state-

based cultural diversities and secondly a commitment to the larger pan Indian political 

community. This spirit needs to be respected and reserved carefully. At the same time we must 

remember that the dispersed and crosscutting nature of India’s ethnic configuration has also 

contributed to the survival of federalism. So any kind of gross trend towards assimilation from 

any sector should be prohibited by all means. Socio-cultural diversities of the land can never be 

compromised as it is the key to our internal and external security concerns. Secular or composite 

nationalism should be our guiding principle and that is of course different from either long 

prevalent melting pot approach or present majoritarian nationalist approach, which is essentially 

fundamentalist in nature. Instead of emphasizing on the idea of “nation-state” our focus could be 

shifted in building up “state-nation”, where a citizen should be a part of larger nation keeping 

his/her all other socio-cultural identities, like sex, caste, religion, linguistic identities including 

the state related federal identity unharmed. This can help in maintaining the multiple identities of 

the citizens in a complementary way sans confrontations. All cultural and social variations 

should be equally preserved with same vigor and without any attempt to trimming them down. 

Side by side, regarding the distribution of fiscal resources there should be a continuous attempt 

to flatten the economic diversity by making access to financial reserve equal for all. All of these 

are of utmost importance in developing a strong centre in the context of strong states as well. 
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Another important formulation for reconciling federal problems can be drawn from the famous 

pragmatic American thinker John Dewey almost a century ago.(Ostrom:1979) In his famous 

work on “The Public and its Problems”(1927) a very interesting formulation has been provided 

by Dewey. His central focus was on developing the method of “intelligent cooperative 

experimentation” for solving the problems of federal polity. He at the beginning has rejected the 

language discourse inherent in the theory of state as the very moment we utter the term “state” a 

score of intellectual ghosts arise to obscure our vision drawing into consideration logical 

relationship of various ideas, far away from real human activity. Dewey has suggested to avoid 

this inherent trap of the state and to focus on human activities and thereby to highlight the 

concept human behavior, which have consequences for others. So instead of state attention must 

be focused on public. Public, to Dewey is a body of individuals all of whom are “affected by the 

indirect consequences of a transaction to such an extent” that it is deemed necessary to have 

those consequences symmetrically cared for. Dewey has further suggested that in determining 

how good a particular state is, we have to look at the degree of organization of the public and the 

performance level of the officers in carrying their functions with care for public interests. Dewey 

has the belief that federalism enables concurrent and overlapping self governing communities to 

function as articulated and self conscious publics capable of regulating affairs with beneficial 

consequences. 

Arise Awake Righteousness: 

The present author believes that this formulation of Dewey is extremely relevant in the context 

of postmodern neo-liberal federations which are marked by the existence of multiple 

organizations and institutions of both national and international dimensions. In this context along 

with extremely high flow of media inputs awareness generation is not much difficult among the 

public. But the question is how the public would prefer to behave particularly in the context of 

rampant fake news? If they choose to exert their identity in rationalistic way there are several 

opportunities and similarly if they prefer to remain as irrational nonentities bowing before the 

strong power holders as dictated voters merely, there is adequate arrangement to make it happen. 

In other words, the ball is on the court of the public. Following the formulation of John Dewey 

thus, the success of a federation depends upon the capacity of its public to behave justifiably.    
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In this regard we must remember that November19, 2021 is definitely a day for victory of the 

Indian struggling peasants against the three infamous agricultural laws passed during pandemic. 

Time has not yet come to evaluate its subsequent and covert consequences but for the first time 

in recent years popular demand received positive government response at least overtly. The 

Loksabha and the Rajyasabha passed the bill to repeal the three farm laws on November 29,2021 

in the same manner in which the laws were brought, that is, without any discussion. This 

naturally has generated a faith on the role of popular protest, though we have to remember faith 

and success are not synonymous and perhaps some extra caution is perhaps the need of the hour. 

Now, to end the long discussion in short, the final submission is that the battle against corona 

virus is a long drawn process and is not going to end very quickly.  A virus neither recognizes 

the national boundary nor the state boundaries. The pressure to foot the cost of lockdown bill is 

hitting the centre hard but it is harder for states. Coordinated pandemic policies involving both 

central and states with equal respect and knowledge reserve, involving experts of public health, 

economy, diplomacy and other segments of governance can only bring some interim reliefs, 

though solution is still far away.  Unfortunately it seems that both at the union and state levels 

the governments are geared mostly in making arrangements and institutionalizing processes that 

could serve their ruling dispensation afterwards. Now if India chooses to fight the COVID19 war 

with the street smart politicians as leaders whose sole focus is on gaining electoral numbers 

without broad vision, severe crises will surely grapple us in the coming period and many of those 

would come from completely unknown sectors. Fight against COVID-19 is not a battle against 

corona virus only but a fight against stupidity, unscientific mindset/action, superstitions, vested 

interests – different layers of power play are involved in it in a vicious way. So we have to be 

very cautious. The primary change has to be initiated by the government of India. It must 

redefine its responsibilities towards its citizens adopting inclusive approach including 

universal social welfare for all citizens. This is the ethical implication of COVID19 crises 

before Indian federation. We sincerely believe that defeating Covid-19 is extremely important 

but the victory must never be pyrrhic for our federal structure and ideology. Indians have to 

decide whether in near future we are going to say that India “was” a federal system or India “is” 

the most powerful federation. The entire play actually rests upon the “public” of India. 

  

** 
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In the modern world most people irrespective of their gender have to serve dual roles of a family 

person and a working person. In the family again there can be multiple roles, that of a parent, 

caregiver, bread earner vis-à-vis in workplace roles of multitasking. Hence one individual may 

need to juggle between several roles everyday and is expected to do full justice to each and every 

role everyday year after year. This rather superhuman profile, even if feasible, is greatly 

appreciated socially. But the person putting on that garb may not be at ease with this superhuman 

image. This article will endeavour to explore the conflicts of juggling between personal and 

professional roles and finding plausible solutions for the same. 

The discussion can begin with the very basic concepts of family and profession.  Family  is a 

socially recognized group of two or more people usually joined by blood, marriage, cohabitation 

,adoption which forms an emotional connection amongst members and is also seen as an 

economic unit of the society. 

Workplace is a location where someone works for the employer or for oneself. It is a place of 

employment which can range from home office to office building, field or factory. In a 

workplace an activity is done where the worker exerts strength or faculties to perform a task , 

which eventually gives earning for a livelihood. 

 

The highlighted words above show the depth or the importance of both the spheres as a human 

being survives both personally ( with emotional connection) & professionally (with earnings for 

a comfortable life for self & family with whom one has that emotional connection). Thus both 

the domains become equally important.  

Hence between these two domains  often conflict occurs because of inter-role conflict in which 

the role-demands stemming from one life domain (work or home) are incompatible with role 

demands stemming from the other domain (home or work). Thus an individual experiences 

incompatible demands between work and family roles, making equal participation in both roles 
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difficult. This imbalance creates conflict at the work-life interface, a diagram of which given 

below.       

                                             Social Life /  Family    

 

                                                       Self role                           

 

 

                                                     Work place 

 

Nature of this conflict is bidirectional, namely :  

a) Work-to-family conflict (WFC): It occurs when work responsibilities interfere with 

family responsibilities. In such cases individuals become incapable to meet role demands 

in the private life due to work demands.  

b) Family-to-work conflict (FWC): It occurs when familial responsibilities interfere with 

work responsibilities. In such cases individuals become incapable to meet role demands 

in the work domain due to private life demands.  

     This conflict has three basic areas of difficulty.  Such as:  

a) Time Based Difficulty – Competing with the time requirements between Work & 

Family roles i.e.Time devoted to one role prevents meeting the demands in the 

other role. 

b) Strain Based Difficulty – Pressure in one role hindering  performance in the 

second role i.e When stress or strain in one role prevents meeting the demands in 

the other role. 

c) Behaviour Based Difficulty  –Incompatibility of behaviours  necessary for two 

different roles i.e. When the behaviour required in one role makes it difficult to 

fulfill requirements of another role. Infact this difficulty is most important as it is 

the only area which is visible from outside. And often the previous two areas have 
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a direct and comprehensive impact on this, thereby making one's behaviour 

visibly incompatible to outside world. 

This visibility is manifested in types of conflicts a person faces or bears starting with the most 

powerful one i.e. 

1. Conflict with the self , the internal battle of  dilemma which makes a person confused. 

This confusion often creates, even unknowingly……..  

2. conflict with others, being caused by unprovoked & unnecessary wrong behaviour..  In 

the larger sphere, this gets manifested as…………  

3.  conflict with the environment , i.e. home atmosphere or work atmosphere where a 

person finds difficulty to adjust.       

II 

There may be several reasons causing such conflicts between family & work. But the commonest 

ones are identified as :  

1. Workaholism:  When one's priority of work may interfere with family commitments. 

Usually in the lives of those infatuated with work, overabundance of  work takes priority 

over everyone and everything else. This excessive work prevents one from forming and 

maintaining intimate personal relationships and close friendships. Workaholics spend a 

vast amount of time in work-related activities, which results in ignoring family life, social 

life and even personal relaxation times.  Marital problems, trouble with maintaining close 

relationships, isolation from friends and family happen as a result of Workaholism.  

2.  High Work Demands : This can be portrayed by extensive, irregular, or inflexible work 

hours, work overload, extensive travel, career transitions, unsupportive superior or 

organization. Other work demands creating work-family conflict includes compulsory or 

unexpected overtime/ shift work which can prevent a staff to fulfill an important family 

responsibility eg. picking up his or her child from school or taking elderly parents to 

doctor.  

3. Family Commitments : When experiences and commitments in the family which 

include presence of young children, primary responsibility for children in case of single 
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parent or one parent having an away job, elder care responsibilities,  interpersonal 

conflict within the family unit, unsupportive family members interfere with work 

life. This results in lower work productivity of employees. 

4. The other reasons of conflict include lack of proper communication, stressful family 

members, no work division of household chores, being far from family (in home front) & 

discrimination, bullying or harassment, lack of job satisfaction ( in work front).   

 

Quite naturally these conflicts have unpleasant outcomes as well which mainly affect the 

person facing such conflicts starting with :  

1. Dilemma between family and profession resulting in  

2. dilemma of action choices which is the inability to prioritise work between the two 

domains.        

3. This dilemma causes dominant stress emerging due to  

• unrealistic expectations based on irrational beliefs i.e. social role construct 

of duties of a wife, a mother, the eldest son, only child etc.  

• social undermining when a person fails to live up to such expectations 

• shared decision control creating opposed and argumentative decisions 

• lack of social support particularly in dual-employment families with minor 

children.  

4.  And finally continued stress causes adverse effects on the person's life as a whole 

by……. 

• increasing risk of anxiety, burnout, depression, and substance use disorders. 

People who are stressed are more likely to engage in unhealthy dependences 

like cigarette smoking, taking alcohol, drug abuse and poor dietary habits, all 

of which affect general health.  

• by adversely affecting performance because due to stress an employee can 

make constant mistakes, relationship with co-workers deteriorates and finally 

productivity is reduced. 
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• In case of people living far away, too much time away from the family causes 

tension & worries which means the extra time an employee is spending at 

work is not at all productive. 

 

III 

Till here the discussion has been gender-free. But in reality one’s gender becomes a large factor 

in work-family conflict because sometimes gender may determine the role of an individual in 

home or in work place.     

                                                         Social Life /  Family   

  

 

            Men                                         Self role                           Women  

 

 

                                                      Work place 

Some such discriminations are worth exploring :  

In work place a term called Ideal worker refers to an employee who is "committed to work 

above all else". Such workers take up tasks beyond  formal and assigned duties and give valuable 

attributes to the organization.  

• Women in the workplace can be inaccurately perceived as not ideal worker 

under the false notion that women have less commitment to their 

organizations than their counterparts because they are thought to be dividing 

their time (and their commitments) between family and work and hence less 

dedicated to the organization. It is important to remember that in a male 

controlled organization, typical concept of "ideal worker" does not 

accommodate the family lifestyle. Hence it gets difficult for working women 
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to get ahead in the workplace while still maintaining a home and family as per 

the societal ideas & expectations.  

• On the contrary a male staff is considered as an “ Ideal worker” because an 

unmarried  male is seen as devoid of  "typical" family responsibilities. In 

case of a married male , if his wife is at home tending to the "typical" family 

responsibilities, he is thought to be more dedicated  in the workplace. It is 

important to note that higher percentage of males at the top of the organization 

hierarchy creates workplace policies which reflect strong gender  

discrimination and never acknowledges the competence of women at 

workplace.  

• But strangely an unmarried  female is also seen as devoid of "typical" family 

responsibilities and hence often gets dumped with an overload of work which 

is exploitative in nature. 

This gender discrimination is manifested even in home front in case of a family  where parents / 

couples  both of whom have professional lives. Still it can be seen that -  

• the mother has to attend Parent- Teacher Meeting in school, taking leave from work or 

even cancelling important work. 

• in case the child is sick, only the mother has to stay back . 

• after a hectic work day for both the partners, female working spouse is expected to do the 

household chores.                                                   

But the worst gender discrimination is seen in the case of working mothers who are compelled to 

pay a Motherhood penalty (a term coined in sociology) which has dual manifestation: 

• In  workplace - Mothers are thought to be much less committed to their jobs, less 

authoritative, and less dependable than non-mothers. This fact is completely 

disregarded that it is the  mother who takes care of & rares a baby into being a 

grown up & thus shows how dependable and committed she can be. Such wrong 

perception often demotivates a competent female staff to not take up challenging 

assignments.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchy
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• At home -  When mothers try to be committed to jobs, they are perceived as bad 

mothers, not caring enough for or giving more time to children as they spend 

more time outside home. This “ judgemental” attitude often affects a mother’s 

psychology so much that she may get engulfed by a sense of  guilt for being away 

from child for a long time and therefore often try to compensate wrongly by 

giving too many gifts &/or unjustified lenience to the child. This hampers  proper 

upbringing of her child, for which again she will be blamed when & if the child 

grows up as pampered, selfish and indisciplined. Therefore this motherhood 

penalty is not only society-inflicted but also many a times self -inflicted, which 

eventually harms both the mother and the child in the long run.      

 

But with more and more people, both men & women getting into professional life, the need for a 

balance between the two domains became necessary and from sociological & psychological 

points of view certain suggestive solutions started surfacing. It is true that every problem and the 

reaction to it is person specific, neither coping mechanism is identical among people, yet idea of 

some basic way outs and willful adherence to those definitely help fight the dilemma and handle 

the situation better.  

 

IV 

Amongst the probable wayouts two basic theories are talked about :  

• Boundary Theory: According to this theory a person divides life into two 

interdependent sections, work and family respectively where individuals have to play 

different roles and bear different responsibilities in each section. Since the sections are 

interdependent, two roles cannot take place at the same time. As a consequence an 

individual has to participate in role transformation between expectations of the 

workplace and expected roles within the family structure resulting in a constant 

oscillation or swaying between the two roles as a pendulum. 

•  Border theory : This other theory expands the idea by considering the influences each 

section has on the other. This theory actually attempts to point out ways to manage the 
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conflict by multitasking thus integrating the two segments by working simultaneously & 

thereby achieving balance between two conflicting identities.  

 

As previously mentioned, this conflict has 3 basic areas of difficulty. Hence those 3 areas need to 

be managed as well.  

1. For managing Time Based difficulties most important is Schedule Control  which can be 

defined as flexibility or flexible work arrangements. This flexibility includes :                                                                            

• Timing of work  :Whether working time starts early morning or during rush hours or 

in the evening. This time-schedule needs to be balanced with time for family accordingly. 

• Number of hours to work. : This duration may vary depending on home situation or 

emergencies. So working hours need to flexible accordingly. 

• Location of work : Work location affects both commuting time and total time away from 

home. Hence longer the distance between home & workplace, stress is more. So 

maintaining contact with family using modern day devices like WhatsApp, video calls etc 

can minimise that stress.  

2. For managing Strain based  difficulties the following measures become useful :  

• Exploring membership & concept of responsibility in two systems by questioning the 

stereotypes defined by society and family. This can be ideally explained as arguing the 

justification of gender discriminatory social constructs for men & women.  

•  Such social constructs are usually deeply embedded in the psyche of those who are 

actually suffering for it or are causing the suffering. In order to get rid of one's  own 

social stereotypes, the individual has to personally work through it by getting over the 

guilt feeling (in case of women) & by accepting that like working women, working men 

also need to perform dual responsibilities.  

• Lastly while redefining relationships in terms of equality & redesigning new/ 

unconventional roles for self, one should be aware of the “price” to be paid in the 

process. Therefore by denying social constructs while both men & women perform dual 
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role equally, they are likely to face criticism which they will need to brace against it 

jointly and avoid stress. 

 

3. Managing behavior based difficulties are to some extent similar to Strain management 

processes and may need  work-supportive behaviour from others in both the domains of 

Family & Workplace. This will require :  

• Acceptance of partnership in the real sense between women & men both in family & 

work settings by adopting practices like collaborating & accommodating.  

• Not compromising while redefining relationships & redesigning new roles for self in 

social system, which means in the process not succumbing to criticism in any domain.  

• Avoiding provocative behaviour from others both at home and workplace, as this will 

result in confrontation, mental stress and finally jeopardy of assigned responsibilities.  

• Finally conflict-management needs an individual to discover processes of anchoring the 

self in the decisions taken, against the criticism & carry on in one's chosen path 

confidently and unfalteringly. 

V 

 

It is important to note that administration can also play a proactive role in reducing this 

conflict by providing :  

• Instrumental support which is manifested in flexible work scheduling policies . 

This actually is the day-to-day support that institution provides in the form of managing 

work schedules and responding in concrete ways to meet workers’ family needs while 

still ensuring that the work gets done. With advances in technology institutions now can 

implement telecommuting policies for individuals who work outside home for intense 

schedules & need ways to keep in touch with their families when they cannot physically 

be with them. Here this institutional support can allow employees to keep in touch 

regularly with family through video calls or even permit them to work from home and 

provide more flexibility and control over their schedules.  

• Emotional support is when a staff feels comfortable discussing family commitments 

with the superiors. When institution is aware of and sympathetic to staff’s family needs, 

many family-friendly policies can be implemented which may include maternity, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommuting
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paternity, parental & sick leaves and health care insurance. Institutes may also provide 

child care options either as on-site child care centre or by providing references of child 

care centres closeby where a parent can quickly go between work to get assured that the 

child is safe and also give the child the necessary mental assurance that parents are 

around.  

• Role modelling behaviours- Staffs  will feel more confident in using appropriate 

strategies to balance their work and family commitments if they can see that those 

strategies are actually working for others, most importantly their seniors/ bosses. 

Therefore if an institution can create an environment that values oscillation or integration, cares 

for employee’s  work–life balance , it is able to attract and retain satisfied employees, improve  

their performances  and boost employees’ morale and institutional identification as well. 

 

After searching the conflicts and solutions in the work- life interface, therefore in the final 

analysis what emerges is that for any person (irrespective of gender) who has a dual role to play 

as family person and as a working person, the individual needs to find a balance between both 

domains by adopting certain methods which can be shortlisted as  

• schedule control 

•  work  supportive behaviour from family 

• family supportive behaviour from workplace 

• minimising gender-discrimination. 

And all these can be achieved if there is  understanding, caring, sharing for one another and 

by being bold to face criticism in the way.  
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Abstract 

Infrastructure, according to economists, is the backbone of each and every economy. Facts and 

figures plainly reveal that when given the option, investors prefer to invest in countries with 

more developed infrastructure. As a result, rapid infrastructure development is one of the most 

fundamental ways for a country to capitalise on diverse economic prospects. It is therefore 

unsurprising that countries all around the world place a high priority on infrastructure 

development. The current research was conducted on Nivedita Setu and was separated into 

several sub-sections using a structured questionnaire. The current study will attempt to assess 

socio-economic progress by examining potential for increased economic productivity, socio-

economic competence to improve a long and healthy life, and equitable economic distribution. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis with Principal Component Analysis and the Varimax Method of 

Rotation are the key tools employed here. 

Key words :- Nivedita Setu, Economic productivity, Structured questionnaire, Exploratory 

Factor Analysis, Principal Component Analysis 

I. Introduction 

Developing countries such as India have echoed this view, announcing plans to invest billions of 

dollars to create and enhance their infrastructure in order to keep up with the rest of the globe. As 

a result, infrastructure and its finance are critical issues worldwide, regardless of whether a 

country is developing or developed. Because infrastructure is such a high priority issue around 

the world, funding infrastructure projects is also seen as a huge concern. As a result, an entire 

field of study known as infrastructure financing has emerged. 
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Nivedita Setu (also known as Second Vivekananda Setu) is a multi-span extradosed bridge that 

connects Howrah and Kolkata in West Bengal. It was completed in 2007. It runs parallel to the 

ancient Vivekananda Setu, which opened in 1932 and is about 50 metres downstream. Sister 

Nivedita, Swami Vivekananda's social worker-disciple, is honoured with the bridge's name. The 

Belghoria Expressway connects the junction of NH 16 and NH 19 at Dankuni to NH 12, NH 

112, Dumdum/Kolkata Airport, and the northern sections of Kolkata. The bridge has a capacity 

of 48,000 vehicles per day. 

II. Brief Review of Literatures 

According to Klingebiel (2001), governments have offered grants, loans, and guarantees to 

investors as part of an overarching strategy to encourage private finance and provision of 

infrastructure services. This assistance has frequently been supplied through the use of 

institutionalized specialty financial facilities. Governments around the world are attempting to 

boost private capital flows into a variety of infrastructure sectors. However, private sector 

participation has been restricted, particularly in emerging nations, due to investor aversion to 

many of the commercial, financial, and political risks associated with large-scale projects. 

Land sales as an infrastructure finance strategy were investigated by Peterson (2006). The first 

section examines the land leasing procedure and its implementation in China, which has 

committed to transforming land assets into infrastructure on the largest scale. Many Chinese 

towns have financed half or more of their very high urban infrastructure investment levels 

directly through land leasing, with the rest financed through borrowing against the value of land 

on their financial sheets. 

Green infrastructure, according to Dunn (2010), is a cost-effective and ecologically friendly 

solution to water management and natural resource conservation in metropolitan environments. 

Green infrastructure, according to this article, has unique and exceptional benefits for the urban 

poor that are rarely acknowledged or discussed. Green infrastructure can improve urban water 

quality, reduce urban air pollution, improve public health, increase urban aesthetics and safety, 

produce green collar jobs, and assist urban food security when focused in impoverished 

neighbourhoods, which it often isn't. 
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Broadhurst et al. (2017) identified the fundamental trends and problems posed by the 

combination of the Internet's unparalleled reach, speed, and scale with violent extremists' 

political objectives. Cyber weapons, vital infrastructure, attribution, the Internet of Things, 

recruitment and propaganda, financing, legislation and countermeasures, and cyberwar are 

among the topics covered in the book. Each one includes a concise overview of a crucial facet of 

the cyber terror issue, a study of developing trends or views, and additional pertinent material or 

instances discovered during the investigation. 

Morris (2019) claims that optimal approaches to infrastructure policy and design that detect 

specific types of market failures minimise financing costs and improve the ability to attract 

funding in the private provisioning of infrastructure. When state systems are poor 

organizationally it is first desirable to enhance the state capacity so that it can minimally 

undertake the responsibilities of design, regulation, development of frameworks, and of 

monitoring, for the private delivery of infrastructure. This is especially true when there are dual 

market failures resulting from both the natural monopoly and the appropriability failing. 

III. Objectives of the study 

• To highlight on the social as well as sociological impact of the Nivedita Setu. 

• To focus on the economic impact of the select infrastructure. 

IV. Research Methodology 

The data collected for the study is primary in nature. The data has been collected with the help of 

a structured questionnaire. Random Sampling method has been used to select the respondents 

before interviewing.  

At first a pilot survey has been conducted here within 30 respondents to gather a basic 

knowledge about the customers’ perception regarding the selected bridges. Then on the basis of 

the factors identified a structured questionnaire in 5-point Likert scale has been prepared to 

conduct the market survey amongst 130 respondents. The Bridge is chosen on Judgemental 

Sampling Basis amongst the prominent bridges in Kolkata and its surroundings. Appropriate 

statistical tools and techniques including descriptive statistics, Exploratory Factor Analysis and 

multivariate analytical techniques will be used depending on the nature of data. 

V. Results & Discussions 
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Gender of the Respondents: Out of the total respondents of 130, for this particular bridge, 

84.6% are males and 15.4% are females.  

Educational qualification of the Respondents: Majority of the respondents were below 10th 

standard. 

Monthly Incomes of the Respondents: Majority of the respondents were having monthly 

earnings below INR 5000. 

Residential Area of the Respondents: Out of those 130 respondents, 38.5% belongs to the City 

areas, 30.8% belongs to the Town areas and only 30.8% belongs to the Village areas.  

Climatic Conditions of the Study Area: Due to the formation & usage of the Nivedita Setu, no 

major changes came out in the climatic conditions of the nearby areas of the bridge and it 

remains to be natural. 

Land Use of the Study Area: Due to the formation & usage of the Setu, Land usages are proper 

for maximum of the respondents. 

Perception of Pollution in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Nivedita Setu, 

the maximum respondents said that the nearby areas of the bridge became unhealthy due to 

pollution. 

Perception of Health & Hygiene in the related Study Area: As 57.7% of the respondents 

responded that the nearby areas of the bridge became highly unhygienic, so it can be concluded 

that, after the formation & usage of the Setu, the nearby areas of the bridge became highly 

unhygienic. 

Perception of Changed Noise Level in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the 

Nivedita Setu, the Noise Levels remained gone beyond tolerance limit according to the responses 

of the maximum respondents. 

Perception of Changed Vibration in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Setu, 

majority of the respondents said that Vibration Levels are within their tolerance limits. 

Past Emanation in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Setu, majority of the 

respondents said that Past Emanations are intolerable for them. 

Traffic Jam in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Setu, majority of the 

respondents said that the traffic jams are normal for them in that area. 

Solid Waste Disposal in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Setu, majority of 

the respondents said that the solid waste disposal are normal. 
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Drainage in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Nivedita Setu, majority of the 

respondents said that the drainage systems are within their tolerance limits. 

Conveyance in the Study Area: After the formation & usage of the Setu, majority of the 

respondents are happy with the conveyance facilities they are receiving from the bridge. 

 

Findings of Exploratory Factor Analysis 

The responses of the questionnaire are measured on a Likert scale; hence they are continuous in 

nature. In the exploratory phase to find out the constructs from the dataset, Exploratory Factor 

Analysis has been conducted. The following sections represents the results: - 

 

Table 1: KMO & Barlett’s Test 

Table 11.4.1.: KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 

Adequacy. 

.792 

Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 742.161 

df 210 

Sig. .000 

(Source: Primary Data compiled through SPSS) 

The value of KMO is 0.792 which is much higher than 0.5 that indicates the sample is adequate 

for carrying out factor analysis. On the other hand, the control of Sphericity (Barlett’s sig < 

0.001) proves that EFA can be carried out.  

Principal Component Analysis for Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique for lowering the dimensionality of such 

datasets, boosting interpretability while minimising information loss, according to Ian T. Jolliffe 

& Jorge Cadima (2016). It accomplishes this by generating new uncorrelated variables that 

optimise variance in a sequential manner. PCA is an adaptive data analysis technique because it 

simplifies finding new variables, the principal components, to solving an eigenvalue/eigenvector 

problem, and the new variables are specified by the dataset at hand, not a priori. In order to carry 
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out Principal component analysis (PCA), and to identify the factors which have socio-economic 

impact on the respondents, there are twenty-one (21) variables which are extracted into eight (8) 

factors which 68.350% of the total variance. The rotated component matrix has been developed 

with Principal component analysis as extraction method and Varimax with Kaiser normalisation. 

Table 2: Total Variance Explained 

 

Co

mpo

nent 

Initial 

Eigen

value

s 

Extracti

on Sums 

of 

Squared 

Loading

s 

Rotation 

Sums of 

Squared 

Loadings 

Total 

% of 

Varianc

e 

Cumulative 

% Total 

% of 

Varianc

e 

Cumulati

ve % Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulat

ive % 

1 3.926 18.696 18.696 3.926 18.696 18.696 3.772 17.964 17.964 

2 2.324 11.068 29.764 2.324 11.068 29.764 2.124 10.112 28.076 

3 1.840 8.760 38.524 1.840 8.760 38.524 2.016 9.601 37.677 

4 1.519 7.231 45.755 1.519 7.231 45.755 1.442 6.865 44.542 

5 1.328 6.326 52.081 1.328 6.326 52.081 1.307 6.224 50.766 

6 1.248 5.944 58.025 1.248 5.944 58.025 1.265 6.025 56.791 

7 1.138 5.419 63.444 1.138 5.419 63.444 1.215 5.785 62.576 

8 1.030 4.906 68.350 1.030 4.906 68.350 1.213 5.774 68.350 

9 .923 4.397 72.748       

10 .865 4.121 76.869       

11 .736 3.505 80.374       

12 .667 3.178 83.552       

13 .548 2.608 86.160       

14 .534 2.543 88.704       

15 .481 2.289 90.992       
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16 .473 2.253 93.245       

17 .364 1.733 94.979       

18 .325 1.548 96.527       

19 .265 1.264 97.791       

20 .236 1.124 98.914       

21 .228 1.086 100.000       

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 

(Source: Primary Data compiled through SPSS) 

Table 3: Rotated Component Matrix 

 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

x1 .825        

x2 .800        

x3 .798        

x4 .793        

x5 .763        

x6 .727        

x7  .866       

x8  .814       

x9  .772       

x10   .883      

x11   .862      

x12         

x13    .824     

x14    .725     

x15     .805    

x16         

x17      -.847   
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x18         

x19       .822  

x20        -.774 

x21         

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 11 iterations. 

 (Source: Primary Data compiled through SPSS) 

(Source: Primary Data compiled through SPSS) 

Interpretation of the Factors as per Exploratory Factor Analysis 

All the related variables were merged into eight Exploratory Factors like: 

(i) Exploratory Factor–1: From the above table, it is seen that the first Factor (Factor 1) 

consists of variables X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6. Thus, the first exploratory factor with 

six variables is named as “Facilities and Increased Standard of Living”. The multiple 

regression equation for this variable “Facilities and Increased Standard of Living” is 

greater than 1 and is explained by the following formula: 

Β1 = 0.825x1 + 0.800x2 + 0.798x3 + 0.793x4 + 0.763x5 + 0.727x6 .................. [i] 

(ii) Exploratory Factor–2: From the above table, it is seen that the second Factor (Factor-2) 

consists of variables X7, X8 and X9. Thus, the second exploratory factor with three 

variables is named as “Adverse Effect on Climate and Illegal Logging”. The multiple 

regression equation for this variable “Adverse Effect on Climate and Illegal Logging”. 

is greater than 1 and is explained by the following formula: 

Β2 = 0.844x8 + 0.866x7 + 0.772x9........................... [ii] 

(iii) Exploratory Factor–3: From the above table, it is seen that the third Factor 

(Factor-3) consists of variables X10 & X11. Thus, the third exploratory factor with two 

variables is named as “Life Danger and Social Variations”. The multiple regression 

equation for this variable “Life Danger and Social Variations” is greater than 1 and is 

explained by the following formula: 

Β3 = 0.883x10 + 0.862x11 ........................... [iii] 
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(iv) Exploratory Factor–4: From the above table, it is seen that the fourth Factor (Factor-4) 

consists of variables X13 & X14. Thus, the fourth exploratory factor with two variables is 

named as “Urban Movement and Higher Education”. The multiple regression equation 

for this variable “Urban Movement and Higher Education(B19)” is greater than 1 and 

is explained by the following formula: 

Β4 = 0.824x13 + 0.725x14 ........................... [iv] 

(v) Exploratory Factor–5: From the above table, it is seen that the fifth Factor (Factor-5) 

consists of variable X15. Thus, the fifth exploratory factor with two variables is named as 

“Change in Livelihood Pattern”. The multiple regression equation for this variable 

“Change in Livelihood Pattern(B20)” is greater than 1 and is explained by the following 

formula: 

Β5 = 0.805x15 + 0.728x13  ........................... [v] 

(vi) Exploratory Factor–6: From the above table, it is seen that the Sixth Factor (Factor-6) 

consists of variable X17. Thus, the sixth exploratory factor with one variable is named as 

“Time and Cost-Effective Occupation”. The multiple regression equation for this 

variable “Time and Cost-Effective Occupation” is greater than 1 and is explained by 

the following formula: 

Β6 = 0.847x17  ........................... [vi] 

(vii) Exploratory Factor–7: From the above table, it is seen that the seventh Factor (Factor-7) 

consists of variable X19. Thus, the seventh exploratory factor with one variable is named 

as “Increased Cost of Living”. The multiple regression equation for this variable 

“Increased Cost of Living” is greater than 1 and is explained by the following formula: 

Β7 = 0.822x19  ........................... [vii] 

(viii) Exploratory Factor–8: From the above table, it is seen that the eighth Factor (Factor-8) 

consists of variable X20. Thus, the eighth exploratory factor with one variable is named 

as “Cultural Exchange”. The multiple regression equation for this variable “Cultural 

Exchange” is greater than 1 and is explained by the following formula: 

Β8 = 0.774x20  ........................... [viii] 
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VI. Conclusion 

According to the EFA, it can be said that decision making in relation to the socio-economic 

impact of the Nivedita Setu on the respondents (DSEIN) depends on seven factors namely, 

“Facilities and Increased Standard of Living”, “Adverse Effect on Climate and Illegal 

Logging”, “Life Danger and Social Variations”, “Urban Movement and Higher 

Education”, “Change in Livelihood Pattern”, “Time and Cost-Effective Occupation”, 

“Increased Cost of Living” & “Cultural Exchange” i.e.  

DSEIN = β1 + β2 + β3 + β4 + β5 + β6 + β7 + β8 

Furthermore, it may be stated that Vivekananda Setu had grown weakened as a result of its age, 

rising utility costs, and excessive traffic, making even repairs impossible. A second bridge was 

desperately required. As a result, Nivedita Setu was built parallel to it, about 50 metres (165 feet) 

downstream. Upstream traffic movement (Bally to Kolkata) is facilitated by Vivekananda Setu, 

whereas downstream traffic is facilitated by Nivedita Setu (from Kolkata to Bally). The main 

challenge was to design and build a new bridge that did not obstruct the view of the old 

Vivekananda Setu, did not dwarf the historically significant Dakshineswar Kali Temple, which is 

located well within visible distance, and could carry significantly higher levels of fast traffic for 

around half a century while also resolving all social and economic issues. 
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The million dollar question which is uppermost in the minds of most men and women who are 

not familiar either with the Indian spiritual tradition or with the lives of her great prophets is, 

who is Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa ? Why is he so famous and universally acclaimed as a seer 

?  There are different theories and interpretations of the identity and mission of Sri Ramakrishna, 

but none is adequate enough to unravel the whole truth , his legacy and prophecy, his vision and 

philosophy. None can explain the veil of mystery surrounding his life and personality which 

radiated through robust spiritual energy in a span of only about 52 years at the height of the well 

- known Bengal Renaissance of the 19th century. An eclectic, an ascetic, sage ,seer , prophet, an 

unlettered Brahmin priest, worshipper of the Goddess, a devoted Hindu, an unorthodox  and 

eccentric thinker and so on and so forth. No description of this quintessential life can sum up the 

totality of his being and his prophecy. 

The life and thought of Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa have been explored by thousands of 

scholars and admirers in the last hundred and twenty five years in an endless sequence starting 

with Swami Vivekananda( 1863-1902), his most famous disciple. It was an amazing spiritual 

journey from a village rustic to a great prophet for all mankind and for all time. It was not a 

systematic and conscious life and he never constructed an academic philosophy in a conscious 

manner in metaphysical terms. Nor did he do any extraordinary thing apart from  the 
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performance of daily worship of the Goddess and discourse with his near and dear ones.  His 

thought and ideas simply flowed spontaneously from his heart and soul in a refreshingly simple 

and resplendent language which would be intelligible to the men of ordinary capabilities and 

intellect.He  endlessly immersed himself in the ocean of his spiritual thinking, sometimes 

suffering from ecstasy and delirium, and  sometime getting lost in a world of  pure bliss and 

highest spiritual consciousness. 

Sri Rama Krishna Paramahansa encountered many challenges and resistance from his 

contemporaries, the orthodox Brahmins, the Christian missionaries, the BrahmoSamaj, the so 

called young radicals and Westernized, English educated Bengali middle class intellectuals etc. 

who were questioning each and every Hindu scripture and refusing to accept sainthood as well 

polytheistic  idol worship.   He took everything in his own way and answered each and every 

question in a mannerhardly  seen or done before. He continued to remain calm and dispassionate 

to all these currents and cross-currents of the 19th century schools of thought, worshipping and 

meditating with utmost devotion and sincerity in the hallowed temple built by Rani Rashmoni( 

1793-1861). He was , in fact, a spiritual reformer who succeeded in transforming and 

humanizing traditional Hinduism in the face of great challenges posed by the critics and fanatics. 

The life and thought of Sri Rama Krishna can be summed up in few words: Do good and be good 

and heaven is not to be found in the sky or in the clouds but in this existential world of all living 

creatures. His message that service to man is ultimately a service to God means service to all 

humans, rich and the poor, the enlightened and the ignorant, the superior and the inferior, the 

healthy and the sick, the sufferers and  the victims without difference or discrimination ( Swami 

Saradananda, 1920). He had the most liberal and secular mind which was searching for the unity 

of all men, races, religions, creed and faith. He had the vision of God in all living creatures and 

he was propagating a philosophy of humanism for those materialists who were devoid of 

spiritual and human feeling. The great master had infinite ability to transform men and women as 

we know. The skeptics, the  non- believers, the ignorant realized it when they came into contact 

with him. 

The religion and philosophy  of Sri Ramakrishna are based on the fundamental concepts of 

equality of men and women, gender justice and women’s empowerment, secular humanism and 

service to mankind through performance of duties. He did not believe in renunciation but 
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emphasized peaceful social co-existence. Men and women , living in our society, should not 

abdicate their duties to the society. Spirituality and divinity can be attained or achieved by living 

in the society and not  by renouncing this world. Sri Ramakrishna told Rani Rashmoni to initiate 

social reforms and welfare activities for women and the downtrodden. He advised Swami 

Vivekananda to attain knowledge and enlightenment to light up the mind and soul and to educate 

the people. Truth, according to him, is God and belief in the Universal Soul.Swamiji 

subsequently expanded the vision and horizon of Sri Rama Krishna’s philosophy by stressing the 

need for education, enlightenment and uplift of the people, especially women.   

Sri Ramakrishna’s vision of empowerment of women is evident from his worship of Sri 

SriSarada Devi, his wife, as the incarnation of Universal Motherhood. Sri Ramakrishna 

movement opposed all the evils and vices of the 19th Century Bengal, like casteism, 

untouchability, communalism, patriarchy, Brahminical despotism, fanaticism,  dogmatism and 

intolerance. The movement was directed towards the establishment of a free, secular and liberal 

society through restructuring of traditional Hinduism. 

Swami Vivekananda was initially introduced to Sri Ramakrishna in November 1881 when they 

met each other at the house of  Sri Surendranath Mitra, a wealthy and influential devotee of the 

great prophet. At that time Swamiji was not very conscious of the power and spirit of the great 

master, but gradually understood his teachings and acknowledged it in the following words: 

“All that I am, all that the world itself will someday be, is owing to my Master Shri 

Ramakrishna.” ( “ My Master”, 1901) 

The religion of humanity as propounded by Sri Rama Krishna is a religion based on devotion , 

faith and humanitarian work for the poor and the downtrodden. There is no room for caste, creed, 

sectarianism or dogmatism in such a scheme of things. All roads lead to the same goal and all are 

free to worship the divine. Communal religion is not an end in itself. His Kathamrita or 

discourses contains the sum and substance of his perennial philosophy which points toward 

humanity as the manifestation of divinity. In such a philosophy, man is regarded as the 

incarnation of the divine and God resides in every soul and every form of life. To lead a pure and 

spiritual life, man must first purge himself of his ego, creed, hatred, jealousy, desire, anger and 

cruelty. He must rise above his immediate self to be able to see God in everything. He must not 

distinguish between one religion and another or between one community and another. Just as all 
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are the same in the eyes of God, so all should be treated equally by the society. Our life or 

existence is just a passing stage in the unfolding of the universal  spiritual consciousness. What 

we do in this life is everything and this will determine what we want to be. The prophet, the great 

master, Sri Rama Krishna, being an incarnation of the Lord, is alive today and will remain so for 

all time to come to lead and inspire us and to light up our whole existence with his divine glow. 

His life is his message and his message is our timeless treasure which will pull us out of all 

troubles at every twist and turn of life.  
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The first essence of being alive into life, the socially age old structured epitome of womanhood 

is to be believed lies on motherhood,  the aura of motherhood is the ultimate legitimised respect 

for a woman where the ‘mother figurine’ is found in plethora of advertisements, iconographies. a 

concept ingrained into the societal structure lies burdened on the feminine shoulders which 

actually belie a woman’s choice on her body, the self imbued in the body is almost forgotten 

appropriately in the words of Nivedita Menon, “I am this body and that the self stops at the 

boundaries of the skin” the queer politics on the female body is not new but running through a 

purposive diplomatic malicious process under the patriarchal society. The image of the mother 

the arduous and elusive quest of women’s highest miracle that is as exquisitely beautiful as it is 

chillingly terrifying when considered about the slithering violence which is placed as codified 

social norm. 

 

Western feminists, though have long theorised on the subject, especially on a key question: do 

women have a choice on whether they want to embrace motherhood, or are they socialised so 

effectively into the role almost from their own birth that they do not recognise it as one? Family, 

community, builds a nation, certain pseudo farcical pictures that is long percolated in the minds, 

Nivedita Menon, in her book Seeing Like a Feminist, argues that family is an institution is based 

on inequality its function is to perpetuate particular forms of private property ownership and 

lineage Decades ago, Simone De Beauvoir, in her famous work The Second Sex had weighed in 

on the ties that bind the structures of the patriarchal order and motherhood, arguing that choice 

needs to be brought into the equation. The mother concept, is made to believe one of the  

beautiful, miraculous, a universal yet intriguing concept, ie, relatively attuned with a woman 

since the prehistoric days. Marriage, is a highly regarded social institution that has for centuries 

inspired moral beliefs which encourage and protect it. Relationships in the society which 
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maintain a fine social balance are treasures in all civilizations because they inspire other 

relationships and contribute to a positive, cooperative, and stable social environment, and 

marriage is considered to be part of socially conformed relationship where motherhood is a 

normal expectable outcome. Motherhood is not biologically determined, but rather culturally 

constructed as a woman's primary function by patriarchal society. A social constructed process 

actually takes place, and  designed for ultimate destination of a woman which she is designated 

as a woman's primary function and is glorified by patriarchal society, it is a aim which is often 

thrashed on her,  that is most often not chosen by her, but rather imposed upon her. She has no 

choice but to accept this function, for if she deviates, she will be deprived of social acceptance. 

Moreover, motherhood is conditional and it is patriarchal society which dictates who can and 

cannot be a mother. The age old myths, of the child invoking in  the mother, the feeling of love 

and care, instinctively its realization of the self  and social entity develops from the mother it has 

come  and  by the mother it has been nourished   the mother  is  the  “be all and end all”. The 

state of motherhood is always given a philosophical connotation, iconic symbol of all powerful, 

mother Kali or the Durga cult figure, and makes it appear a enigmatic emblem that the society, 

can easily regulate, confine or channelize female’s life and make it  the panacea of all 

calamities3,  the act of giving birth is the only moment when both pain and pleasure converges at 

times many a conventional societies instills a divine impression to this motherhood making it a  

spiritual transformation from wifehood. The mother’s impression biologically is strikes deep root 

in the brain of the foetus that dwells in the womb and helps in developing the child. But at the 

same time in this transformation the decision of a woman hardly matters. Thus, it is evolved that 

the progress and continuance of the human society is always dependent upon the woman’s ability 

to give birth. Without women’s reproductive labour, society would cease to exist. Ii is due to 

women, and essentially women’s potential maternal  function,  that society has an interest in 

attempting to regulate female lives. Social existence is influenced  by maternal potentials, 

irrespective of caste , class and colour. Thereof Throughout history women lacked essential 

freedom due to the familial and societal norms a social obligation and restriction to maintain 

their home and children. A girl’s life moves, rather gets entangled in the domestic chores and her 

individuality is hardly developed   
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‘Motherhood’, this beautiful stereotypical concept, if thought is mediated by their social levels, 

economic circumstances and religious belief. Thus, in this intriguing social manipulation of 

deciding upon women’s body, after marriage is well-framed social normative process, whereas if 

thought there could be many choices of not being or accepting to be a  mother, for a married 

woman.  Does getting married obliterate or specify her necessity of  being a mother or rather the 

choice is being often  due to societal pressures.   Is it merely a feeling, an  ideology,  a concept or 

a social construction. This paper tries to  view the whole concept under the light  of Mary 

Sanger’s thought and philosophy. Let us  bring this whole concept of  being and beingness that 

supposedly gives the ultimate  entity to the women, As  established in  the philosophy Margaret 

Higgins Sanger (born Margaret Louise Higgins), was an American birth control activist, sex 

educator, writer, and nurse. Sanger popularized the term "birth control", opened the first birth 

control clinic in the United States, and established organizations that evolved into the Planned 

Parenthood Federation of America. At this time the spirit of age became synonymous with 

capitalism, working class problems, child labour and  the crudest forms  of industrial apathies. 

The Indusrial Revolution in Victorian England  had subsequently  brought an unprecedented  

progress , economic growth and development, a belief in this age  prevailed that unrestrained 

capitalism. In  the  First World War women had to fend for themselves and their families, 

without their  husbands or fathers, during the First  World War the roles of women changed  

because  they had to enter the work force and be support of the family and men, off, at  war. Yet 

still quite surprisingly a woman’s primary function was to bear and raise children and there was 

no  option to develop the individuality despite of a inconvienient, economic position. But quite 

synonymously women at this age also  participated in the wars  and was actually  an equal 

participant in the work force of men and various  other work, where women were  entering into 

work scenario she was supposed to make an equal contribution in the work force along with her 

participation in the family. And quite an astonishing part is that she hardly had any decision 

making rights in being a mother. Quite clearly, she neither possesses  the autonomy nor the  

authority in the procreation process .  Well one perceives that there is  a  prudent and diplomatic 

deletion of the depiction of the  actual stature of women at this level . Multiple pregnancies took 

a health toll  on women, raising  multiple children were economically  inconvenient   In this 

aspect Mary Sanger was the first one  to create a  birth control clinic Sanger was iconoclastic in 

bringing the concept of safe and secured motherhood the role of mother is not merely  lulling  the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth_control
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex_education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex_education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nurse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planned_Parenthood_Federation_of_America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planned_Parenthood_Federation_of_America
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child but definitely rearing it and empowering it and that it all depends upon the mother , that the  

mother is ought to have the decision making  power to decide whether “she will be a mother or 

not”. That women’s authority and autonomy over her own physicality , family and child is ought 

not to be the subject of patriarchal autocracy . Well what is noteworthy that in this whole debate 

motherhood concept and birth control movement runs the  question of essentialism as the concept 

of  feminism. The concept of Essentialism derives its meaning from an understanding of the way 

language functions in  relations  to an independent realist ‘object’. Thus, it ascribes to the 

argument that there are certain fixed essential qualities that determines the identity in a woman. 

And it has become pedantic to associate women with the essential characteristics  like 

supportiveness, empathetic, caring, committed and motherly linking to  the various cognates like 

biologism , Naturalism , Universalism trying to enhance the core essence of woman and making 

a woman susceptible to societal normative image . For instance in the words of Elizabeth Gross 

‘naturalism is a form of essentialism where a fixed nature is postulated ‘or biologism in 

particular bonds women  closely to the functions of reproduction and nurturance. Motherhood, if 

visualized in this aspect actually vents out the reason that women are always misrepresented or 

under- represented in position of social authority, status , and rather is confined to domesticity 

and is entailed into paradigm of work –loads and responsibilities  like motherhood. The child and 

mother concept is the purest, serenest and the  creative concept that holds the very source of  

creation – family , society , community,  state, nation and country. And well  under the light of 

essentialism a women invariably attributes to the social categories , fuctions and activities and is 

given a cultural identity. Sanger’s  movement actually tries to question the patriarchal authority  

that has long vested authority and has given a fixed image . Sanger  was  a public health nurse in  

New York city4 and being a nurse she was a part of various reproductive cases  she witnessed 

women being trapped in poverty, with occupational hazard, low wages and the appalling 

working condition made  a larger section of women prey to many a hazard physical, 

psychological, economic and cultural.   Margaret Sanger who led the birth control movement and 

the term  ‘birth control’  came in vogue mainly  with Mary Sanger and her book, My Fight for 

Birth Control , that woman no longer had to conform to the stereotypical bineries the structured 

framework to be a  wife, and then a mother. Woman no longer had to enhance the masculine 

spirits   to express the feminine but to create a world of  fusion of the feminine element . 

Universally constructed woman is related , in terms of family and children men always had the 
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autonomy , and is the deciding  factor in progression of the family.  Sanger actually vents out the 

option of individuality  or the development of the essential entity of the woman as mother. 

Sanger proclaims. Feminists and  progressive reformers were divided over Sanger’s crusade for 

birth control. Alice Hamilton, Crystal Eastman, and Katharine Houghton Hepburn supported 

Sanger, but others, such as Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Carrie Chapman Catt, thought that 

birth control would increase men’s power over women as sex objects in her birth control crusade. 

The unending struggle behind all these crusade, is the basic decision regarding the reproductive 

rights of a woman - such as whether and when to have a child, whether and when to abort a child 

are by and large made for women by patriarchal society. The woman's sexuality is controlled by 

social structures, and ideology ensures that she is not even aware of this control over her body. 

The pertinent questions of debate  could a woman be childless as her choice, could she have the 

abortion rights, the patriarchal dominance over the womb and the foetus is what throttles 

woman’s identity and makes her one of the marginalized groups. The growing amount of fertility 

clinics, and the hovering queues which numbers mostly the woman in this age speaks of a numb 

voice largely ignored by the dominant assertive masculine world. The societal obsession and 

fascination with female body and reproduction  has constructed the repressive pressure of being a 

mother which otherwise demands female autonomy and choice.  
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Abstract: India and China, the two gigantic superpowers and their strength of relations dates 

back to the 1950s when both the countries had been busy with their struggle against the evil of 

imperialism. The association between the two, since the past has undergone various phases of 

solidarities and animosities, the legacy of which is still being carried forward as is evident from 

some recent incidents which have contributed in making it a more complex one. 

This article is an endeavour to investigate the swinging trends between India and China thereby 

throwing light on their future course of action. 
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India and China have been the two most populous nations on Earth along with a sound 

possession of nuclear weapons. There have several upheavals witnessed by both the countries 

besides instances of sparking friendship have made the ties more important with time.   

History Comes First: A Befitting Influence 

At the very outset, links between the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and India had 

been a modest one. In connection to this, Indian Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and his 

efforts deserve a special mention regarding India’s Non-Aligned Movement. According to him, 

being friends with China by supporting the latter’s entry to the United Nations (UN) would 

lessen the chances for the latter’s attack on India. Besides this, it was the Chinese Communist 

Party which believed that India’s support accompanied by the US all provided strength to Dalai 

Lama for fleeing Tibet therefore causing a huge uproar within the region. Similar to this, stood 

China’s pressing claims demanding India’s acceptance of the former’s control over the Aksai 

Chin road connecting Xinjiang and Tibet during 1956. This led to a series of clashes in 1962 
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which after repeated appeals led to the withdrawal of the Indian forces from the Line of Actual 

Control (LAC). 

The arrival of Deng Xiaoping led to the arousal of new beginnings between New Delhi 

and Beijing. His leadership paved the way for the formulation of policies that asked for restoring 

relations with the countries like India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore, etc. Apart from this, 

China embarked upon a new track of active participation by virtue of being members of the 

organizations like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), ASEAN Regional 

Forum (ARF), Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) to name a few. The relationship got 

further accentuated in 1988 following the visit of the then Prime Minister of India Rajiv Gandhi 

to Beijing. This proved to be an antidote for the Tibetans owing to their anti-Chinese acts along 

with securing the LAC through an Agreement on the Maintenance of Peace and Tranquillity in 

1993. This finds expression in Deng Xiaoping’s words, 

“Let both sides forget the unpleasant period in our past relations, and let us treat everything 

with an eye on the future.” 

The Nuclear Quandary 

India’s conduct of the its first nuclear explosion peacefully in 1974 had deeply influenced 

the Indo-China ties following the second one in May 1998 that sparked serious outrage within 

the country. A brainchild of Homi Bhabha, the provision of nuclear arsenal within the Indian 

regime would facilitate the country’s military modernization and progress. In relation to this, the 

Chinese nuclear tests in 1964 which raised a lot of eyebrows in the route of its dealings with 

India were believed to be the chief motivators that showed the path for India’s nuclear tests. 

Adding fuel to this entered Pakistan and its nuclear cooperation agreement with China in 1986. 

China, in its race to skip India for grabbing Asian dominance agreed to supply M-11 missiles to 

Pakistan. As against this backdrop Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee in 1998 took plans for 

India’s nuclear tests as a measure to show that the country was not lagging behind in developing 

nuclear deterrence against China. 

As against this backdrop, differences did crop between both Beijing and New Delhi 

regarding their outlook on the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the Comprehensive 

Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). According to the Chinese authorities, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
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Treaty provided a fillip to the United States of America (USA) and the Soviet Union in exerting 

their hegemonic power, although the country had been included in the list of possessors of the 

nuclear weapons as guaranteed by the NPT.  It was only in 1992, that Beijing finally gave its nod 

for being a NPT member on the grounds that the US-Soviet alliance would focus on reducing 

their speed in the chase for acquisition of the nuclear arms. India as a case has been unable to 

achieve anything regarding the NPT membership. Besides this, China was also accused of 

exporting nuclear materials to Pakistan despite the latter being a proliferation-sensitive country. 

However, this appeared to be a major difference within India’s picture since it agreed to the 

customary rule of preventing the spread of nuclear weapons thereby paving the way for nuclear 

disarmament as well as energizing the India- China rift. 

India and China showed stark differences regarding the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

(CTBT). On the one hand, the former advocated its refusal in signing the CTBT for it declared 

itself a nuclear weapon state that would not conduct any tests in future. Though in this case, the 

Indian policy makers and their uncertain attitude regarding the conduct of nuclear tests coupled 

with innumerable doubts surrounding the genuineness of weapons all posed as an impediment in 

India being a signatory of the CTBT. On the other hand, China though not ready to sign the 

CTBT at first, was persuaded by its own policy makers to finally nod its head which would in 

turn maintain its image within the global arena. Following the above, China finally agreed to 

sign the CTBT in 1997 primarily with an effort to keep itself in the long run. 

‘Look East’: The Looking Glass 

The first phase of Look East policy with its ample amount of stress on the competitive 

spirit between India and China was taken to be an important issue causing serious changes in the 

relationship between the two countries. Contrary to this stood the Look East Policy Phase 2 

where stress was laid upon the notions of connectivity and the expansion of bilateral 

partnerships. The advent of the 1990s witnessed the growing closeness between the India and the 

USA accompanying the American cry for unity against terrorism. This brought India and China 

nearer who would in turn foster the spirit of dialogue apart from proving reasons justifying the 

Lion of Control (LOC). Besides this, China being a member of the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) got the opportunity of exerting its influencing over the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

which pushed New Delhi to collaborate with the ASEAN countries for its mutual benefit. This 
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has rightly been stated by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee during his China visit in 2003 

which endorses the view of ‘new step forward in strengthening the all round cooperation 

between India and China in the new century’. 

Besides this, India’s close bonding with Myanmar has been visualized as a balancer 

regarding the scope of Indo-China relations. Myanmar’s membership of the ASEAN Regional 

Forum (ARF), the country attaining its full membership status in ASEAN gave access to Indian 

trade towards the east, an attempt directed mostly to lessen tensions within the North-Eastern 

region. Thus, as could be seen from the above context that India then harped on a policy of 

regionalism. Regionalism or the Look East Policy, on the one hand envisions stronger ties 

between India and ASEAN whereas on the other hand Phase 2 heavily concentrates on the 

extension of its arena from China to Australia including the East Asia. Although the above 

account makes it clear that India-China relations have been hugely influenced by the Look East 

paradigm, a thorough examination of the present day changes also needs to be done in order to 

gain a solid footing of the evolving relations between both the powers. 

Pakistan: A Bonus or Blight 

China’s increasing bond of friendship with Pakistan became evident in certain recent 

trends. This was evident in the Chinese declaration where both the Chinese and the Pakistani 

troops came together for joint patrolling of the China- Pakistan border. The term referred as 

‘border’ here does not change the mere truth of Pakistan not sharing any boundary with China 

though it signifies the zone of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) surrounding Xinjiang to which 

India agrees to be a possessor. The ties between Pakistan and China are well known by the 

spread of the Chinese actions to the areas like Maldives, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, etc. The 

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) has made Pakistan a centre of attention from China’s 

perspective. As stated by Andrew Small, author of the China-Pakistan Axis, regarding the 

Pakistani side, CPEC made China a far more important patron than it had been when the two 

sides sought their security partnership. The Silk Road Initiative deserves a special mention in this 

case which highly endorsed the Chinese interests working towards the betterment of relations 

apart from laying a firm ground for China’s emergence as a dominant economic power. Adding 

to this, comes India and its uneasy stance regarding the CPEC, where India’s requirement to 
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promote the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’, a $46 billion project furthering connectivity and 

infrastructure. India’s refusal to this venture strained ties between India and China. 

As against the environment, China’s affinity for Pakistan gained momentum post 

Beijing’s approval to extend its technical ‘hold’ for further 3 months in 1267 Committee of the 

United Nations Security Council (UNSC). This resolution was primarily an effort to ban Masood 

Azhar, the Jaish-e-Mohammad leader by the UN, the instigator behind the attack on the Indian 

Air Force (IAF) base in Pathankot. According to the spokesperson of the Indian Foreign 

Ministry, Vikas Swarup, there had been repeated appeals by India to condemn Azhar in order to 

prevent the spread of terrorism but it was China itself that negated the proposal owing to its 

blossoming relations with Pakistan. India along with the other 14 members except China called 

for a travel and assets ban on Azhar for which the former needed to place its application for the 

second time before the 1267 Committee along with the charge sheet details. China’s call for 

negotiations between India and Pakistan had been visible since the aftermath of the Uri attacks in 

Kashmir where attention was given upon consultation and dialogue for an effective 

condemnation of the menace known as terrorism. As against this backcloth, it becomes fairly 

clear that Pakistan and China’s modesty has generated greater mistrust between them and 

thereby given both the countries a chance to rethink about their relationship. 

‘To Be’ or “Not to Be’: The NSG Regime 

India’s membership of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) has been one of the most 

contentious events taking place within the contemporary scenario. Though India dreamt big, its 

prolonged attempts and high hopes all dashed to the ground due to China’s opposition to the 

former being a member of the NSG group. China assertion gained importance which stated that 

being a signatory of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) appeared to be a necessary 

prerequisite for seeking membership into the 48-nation grouping called NSG. China was backed 

by Brazil, Switzerland, Austria, Turkey, New Zealand and Ireland in its move against India. As 

against this background, came in the US who in turn stood as an impediment in the Chinese 

decision against India. The US standpoint during President Obama’s tenure aimed at the 

dominance of the Asia-Pacific through the cooperative efforts of the US itself, China and India 

along with the other countries in the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea region. Refuting the 

US claims, the Chinese ministry accorded the former’s strategy to be ‘farewell gift’ for India 
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since the completion of President Obama’s tenure. In reaction to such unjustifiable Chinese 

allegations, the US Ambassador to India Richard Verma assured that the US would continue to 

extend its helping hand to India and its disappointment surrounding India’s major failure at the 

NSG plenary in Seoul would call for constructive efforts from both sides as Major Defence 

Partners on this issue. Besides this, there was Pakistan especially Islamabad which also met the 

same fate regarding its entry into the NSG all for being a non-NPT signatory. India’s application 

for the NSG membership had been highly applauded by the countries like Mexico, France which 

facilitated the efforts for combating proliferation coupled with keeping a check on the export of 

nuclear, biological materials to name a few. Prior to this in 2008, a NSG waiver promoting 

access to civil nuclear technology with China’s consent was imposed upon India. New Delhi’s 

want for becoming a nuclear supplier together with extending its civil-nuclear sector found huge 

support in the countries namely Mexico, France and Switzerland. Unfortunately, India’s 

membership bid was accepted by all the other 47 countries excepting China. According to the 

reports stated by the Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, the above cannot be held 

true in entirety since China was not the only country opposing NSG membership. India had 

strong credentials for become a NSG member. However, it needs to be said that China by way of 

its opposition to the NSG deeply strained ties between both the countries. Above all, China 

amongst such controversies, also spoke of some constructive measures for facilitating entry of 

the non-NPT members like India especially through the group known as ‘Friends of NSG” 

headed by Argentina. 

Besides the above, on either side of the coin comes the Missile Technology Control 

Regime (MTCR). This proved to be useful for India which included the country in its list of 

members. The Indian posture by virtue of being the 35th nation did not suffer in the hands of 

China by virtue of the latter being a non- member of the 35- nation regime with its request 

pending since 2004. Thus, this showed signs of cordiality on part of India by raising its level on 

the global platform. Foreign Secretary S Jaishankar gave the green signal to MTCR that 

essentially targeted towards the unchecked proliferation of missiles and their delivery systems 

thus enabling India to sell the BrahMos missile of whom India is a joint manufacturer along with 

China. 
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Intermingling Standpoints: A Bird’s Eye-View 

China has also been a bone of contention between India and Pakistan over their 

membership in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) fearing the fact that the Indo-Pak 

entry might lead to disturbances in the domain of Chinese influence. Viewing the lighter side of 

it, the New Delhi-Islamabad entry might also have a positive outcome to mend their already 

existing friction and subsequently develop a cordial friendship. As against this setting, comes the 

‘One- China Policy’ referring to the perspective of China’s existence as a singular entity thus 

diminishing the fact that China is divided into Mainland China and Taiwan. The US provided the 

breaking point with its unanimous support to Mainland China thereby generating animosity 

between India and China. India needs a careful handling of the situation, without disturbing ties 

with the US or China that could pave its way for being an emerging superpower. India also needs 

to keep a neutral image from the US, China and Pakistan’s perspective in order to draw benefits 

during the times of need. 

Notable in this context, is Russia’s growing relations with the US especially after Donald 

Trump’s arrival with the lifting of economic sanctions against Moscow that would in turn 

hamper Russia’s relations with China. Taking India as a reliable partner, Russia being a source 

of India’s military equipment is also worried over India’s close proximity with the US. China in 

order to protect its image in the arms market has brought in Pakistan as its saviour or as an 

answer to its Russian counterpart which has strained ties with China over its increasing closeness 

within the Indian arms market. Contrary to this, comes India’s plan of the deployment of   

BrahMos missiles along the India-China border which is perceived as a threat to security. India’s 

capability in launching the Agni-5 missiles followed by Agni-6 has gifted China a source of 

anxiety in disguise of India’s greater military prowess. The actual necessity within this 

framework is the Chinese understanding of the fact that India is now ready to match steps with it 

which sheds chances of ignorance. Fearing India’s rise, China has joined hands with Pakistan in 

the production of ballistic and such other missiles, or to be more specific has embarked upon its 

journey as a counterforce against an emerging India. Apart from the above, India’s agreement 

with Iran for the Chabahar port development may be cited as an example explaining India-China 

competition to have its foothold in Iran. Though China had initially decided to this port 
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development process it was India who ultimately acceded to the need therefore establishing its 

control over its Iranian counterpart. 

Another major area of concern between New Delhi and Beijing is the South China Sea. 

Though the dispute primarily brewed between the Philippines and China over the latter’s 

acquisition of the Scarborough Shoal, China’s claim over 90% of South China Sea waters call for 

a proper examination. India, whose 55% of trade passes through the Straits of Malacca opening 

into the South China Sea, is now wary of the fact that China might send ships to the Gulf of 

Aden, which in turn might seriously hamper the Indian Ocean security. As against this backdrop, 

China has warned India not to interfere in the South China Sea dispute if it aimed for better 

economic relations through tariff reduction of made-in India products. China’s assertion to Japan 

regarding its irrelevant participation within the South China Sea dispute has led to emerging 

differences of opinion between the two countries. This called for visits by the Japanese Defence 

Minister General Nakatani to India, who in attempt to sort out relations urged for a meeting with 

the Defence Minister of India Manohar Parrikar and Prime Minister Narendra Modi requesting 

coordination within the maritime region between India, US and Japan similar to the one held 

during the Malabar exercise especially those who viewed China as the one hampering interests 

with the South China and the East China seas. This was seen as an attempt on part of New Delhi 

and Tokyo since 2014 along with the US whose aim was to create a stable environment within 

the Asia-Pacific region thereby maintaining a distance with China countering Chinese tactics to 

establish control over the aforesaid region. 

Interestingly, Indo-Chinese cooperation also brings into limelight the recent incident of a 

rescue operation of a merchant ship hijacked by the Somali pirates in the Gulf of Aden. Though 

the Chinese side disregarded the Indian help, above all this incident came as a sigh of relief 

amidst the hotbed of tensions between India and China over a range of issues starting from the 

Dalai Lama’s recent visit, China’s opposition to India’s NSG membership together with China 

blocking the Indian efforts of declaring Masood Azhar as a terrorist by the UN. Besides this, 

there are several other issues which hint at India-China complexities. The Chinese blockage of 

the Brahmaputra tributary at Xigaze in Tibet is an example where the former has shown less 

generosity in exchange of hydrological data with its Indian counterpart. Adding to this, comes 
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the Indian challenge of thwarting China’s efforts of close dominance in the BRICS (Brazil, 

Russia, India, China and South Africa) therefore arousing an intricate environment. 

 

Money Counts: A Shifting Equilibrium 

In recent times, various instances generating a positive attitude have got reflected 

between India and China. One such instance has been the rail line connecting Rasuwagadhi to 

Birgunj bordering Bihar that would grant a huge status to China within the South Asian domain. 

On the economic front, the severe downfall of India and its engineering exports along with the 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Sri Lanka have raised an alarm on part of both India and China 

especially the former for its less demand of steel and other products. According to the recent 

reports of the Asian Development Bank (ADB), India has achieved an enormous growth than 

China as shown by the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth of India to 7.4% in 2017-18 

compared to China which remains 7.6% in 2018-19. Moreover, estimates have shown that 

India’s inflation is to grow to 5.2% in 2017 and 5.4% in 2018 with exports growing to 6%. This 

has largely been an outcome of enhanced Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) flow, stronger 

domestic demand along with agricultural improvement all which have contributed in India’s 

rising status to be a fastest growing economy of the world. China’s economic hold over India 

seems relevant in its increasing demand in Nepal who cuts China along with United Kingdom 

(UK), US, Japan and Switzerland as its 5 bilateral development partners thereby striking off 

India’s name from the list based on the disbursement of Official Development Assistance 

(ODA). Chinese FDI in Nepal stood to $57 million in 2015-16 whereas India’s pledged FDI was 

$18 million. China’s increasing closeness with the economic sector in Nepal largely made it a 

reliable one in the eyes of Nepal which again showed signs of tension regarding India who 

wanted to safeguard the Himalayan nation from becoming totally dependable on China for its 

growth. 

Before summing up, India-China clash of interests have started since history and have 

been continuing till today. The Chicken’s Neck and its vulnerable position has been a serious 

issue for India as that would affect its relations with the North East. China has been involved in 

several developmental projects that have not been the same for India. Moreover, China together 
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with Pakistan have worked together to lessen Indian influence where India should try to maintain 

a work balance with every country within its proximity that in turn would serve as an antidote to 

the Chinese hegemony. 

Dalai Lama’s recent visit to Arunachal Pradesh reignited greater animosity between India 

and China. According to the historical records, China following India’s defeat in 1962 had 

withdrawn beyond the MacMohan Line running between India and Tibet thereby leaving 

Tawang and Arunachal Pradesh in Indian hands. As against this backdrop, serious differences 

cropped up between both the countries owing to the fact that China considered Arunachal 

Pradesh as its own, referring to it as South Tibet. This seemed to have caused a deep wound to 

China’s sentiments that became amply visible in the country’s objection to Dalai Lama’s visit to 

Arunachal Pradesh. Regarding India it chose to maintain a firm stand and considered him a 

spiritual leader who was solely free to go anywhere in India. This finds firm assertion in the 

Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) statement, 

“The government has clearly stated on several occasions that His Holiness the Dalai Lama is a 

revered religious leader, who is deeply respected as such by the Indian people.” 

Beijing expressed its supreme desire to have control over Tibet that ushered in its wish to 

approve the name of Dalai Lama’s successor. Though in 1969 the decision laid with the Tibetans 

as to who would be his successor, the government of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

declared its power to decide who would be the next highest monk of Tibetan Buddhism. This 

received a hateful response from Dalai Lama himself who was strictly against the Chinese 

endorsement for his next successor and therefore regarded it as a move to deprive the Tibetans. 

His rejection of the Chinese claims led to the creation of a hostile environment in China who in 

turn believed to gather ample support to their demand for a Chinese approval for Dalai Lama’s 

successor through the central government’s support which would look into this matter thus 

resolving differences with China. 

Furthermore, India-China rift has also been witnessed in Dalai Lama’s visit to Mongolia 

which greatly angered the Chinese officials leading to an economic blockade. Despite India’s 

help, the situation worsened that resulted in the Mongolian authorities blocking the entry of 

Dalai Lama forever within the Buddhist country. Notable within this context, comes China’s 
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objection to Dalai Lama as a part of the group of Noble Laureates who aimed at meeting the 

President of India for which India went to specify the details stating it as a non-political visit. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s call to the Tibetan Prime Minister in-exile to attend his 

swearing-in ceremony made China furious thereby generating mass protests in the country. 

In addition to the above, Dalai Lama’s visit to Arunachal Pradesh has compelled the 

Beijing government rename towns in the region as a move to establish its rule over what it 

declares as South Tibet. The 6 places been renamed as Wo’gyainling, Mila Ri, Qoidengarbo Ri, 

Mainquka, Bimola and Namkapub Ri the Chinese step was an effort to express its displeasure 

against Dalai Lama’s visit to Arunachal Pradesh backed by a strong support from India who took 

it as a purely religious visit. This invited a harsh response on part of India who resented against 

the Chinese government claiming Arunachal Pradesh as a vital part of India. This clearly finds 

place among the words of the MEA Spokesperson Gopal Baglay, “Assigning invented names to 

towns of your neighbour does not make illegal territorial claims legal. Arunachal Pradesh is and 

will always be an integral part of India”. This in turn has hugely affected the question of 

participation in the ‘One Belt, One Road Infrastructure Plan’ Summit hosted by China where the 

tussle surrounds the CPEC whose passage through India has not provided the latter a reason to 

cherish. As against this background, the Chinese measure of renaming the cities of Arunachal 

Pradesh have greatly strained Indo-China ties all that need to be looked upon urgently. 

Therefore, in a nutshell, the roadmap of cooperation between India and China show signs 

of mistrust thereby leaving possibilities of chalking out the areas of convergences providing a 

boost to their friendship. The same was reiterated by President Pranab Mukherjee during his tour 

to China in June. As rightly asserted by him, 

“By 2025, it is likely that our successful trade, flow of investments and collaborations in 

information and technology may bring about transformative changes- not only in our countries 

but also in our extended neighbourhood and beyond.” 

The need of the hour is that both New Delhi and Beijing shall make room for more 

developments and through an avoidance of the continuous fissiparous tendencies try to solve the 

irreversible differences arising between them through the best possible avenues. It is only 

through such varied platforms where both India and China would work with the view in mind 
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that emerging trustworthy ties between the two serve as the only key towards a stable and a 

secure environment thereby leading to a rise in the standards of both the countries within the 

arena of international relations. 
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সুন্দরবন : আববগ ও বাস্তবতা 

 

জয়ন্তকুমার সরকার 

গববষক, সাাংবাদিকতা ও গর্জ্ঞাপন দবভাগ, কদলকাতা দবশ্বদবিযালয় 

এবাং 

অধ্যাপক ড. তপতী বসু 

প্রািন দবভাগীয় প্রধান, 

সাাংবাদিকতা ও গর্জ্ঞাপন দবভাগ 

কদলকাতা দবশ্বদবিযালয় 

  

'সুন্দরবন' নামটি আদবশ্ব মানুবষর কাবেই চুম্ববকর মত আকষ ণর্ সৃটি কবর। ভ্রমর্দপপাসু বা 

অনুসদন্ধৎসু মানুষ সকবলর কাবেই সুন্দরবন এক অপার দবস্ময়। এর প্রদত প্রবতযকটি মানুষ 

সুড়ঙ্গ-গভীর িান-ভাবলাবাসা অনুভব কবর । তবব এ সুন্দরববন নি-নিী -সমুদ্রববটিত রবয়ল 

ববঙ্গল িাইগার সহ দবদচত্র জীবন দনবয় গটিত। পদরবববের ভারসাময রক্ষায় তার ভূদমকা অতযন্ত 

গুরুত্বপূর্ ণ। ভারত ভূখবণ্ডর সুন্দরববনর ১০২টি দ্বীবপর মবধয মাত্র ৪৮টি দ্বীপ সাংরদক্ষত বনাঞ্চল 

দহবসবব তার অবস্থান ধবর রাখবত বপবরবে। বাদক ৫৪ টি দ্বীবপ প্রায়  ৪০-৪৪  লক্ষ মানুবষর বসবাস 

।সাংরদক্ষত বনভূদমর প্রার্ীবির মবতা আজ তাবিরও অক্তস্তবত্বর সাংকি বিখা দিবয়বে। অদনদিণি 

জীবন ,প্রদত মুহবূতণ মতুৃযর হাতোদন, দবপন্ন অক্তস্তত্ব,দবরদতহীন সাংগ্রাবমর মবধযই এখানকার 

মানুবষর ববেঁবচ থাকা। জাগ্রত অরর্য আর উিাসীন সাগবরর মাঝখাবন মানুষ খুেঁবজ বপবত চায় তার 

সুবখর টিকানা ।বস টিকানায় মাবঝ মাবঝ হানা বিয় ভয়াংকর সুন্দর রয়যাল ববঙ্গল িাইগার।প্রবল 

বববগ বধবয় আসা ঘূদর্ ণঝড় বা সাইবলান। এবক নগবরর সবঙ্গ ব াগাব াগ দবক্তিন্নতা,তার উপবর এই 

ঘূদর্ ণঝবড়র আঘাত মানুষবক দিকভ্রান্ত কবর বিয়। দতল দতল কবর গবড় ওিা িীঘ ণদিবনর স্বপ্ন,সম্পি 

চুরমার হবয়  ায় কবয়ক ঘণ্টার িানবীয় ঝবড়র আঘাবত। 

 

১৯৬০-১৯৯১--এই সমবয়র মবধয ২৫ বার প্রবল ঘূদর্ ণঝড় আেবড় পবড়বে এই এলাকায়। তবব 

সম্প্রদত ২৫ বে বম ২০০৯ ব  ঝড় আেবড় পড়ল এই অঞ্চবল তার তুলনা সদতযই দবরল। 'আয়লা' 

নাবম দবখযাত হবয়বে বস ঝড়। ববঙ্গাপসাগর ও আরব সাগবর ততদর ঘূদর্ ণঝড়গুবলার নাম দক হবব 

িুই সাগর সাংলগ্ন ১৩ টি বিবের ট্রদপকযাল সাইবলান দরক্তজওনাল বদড(TCRB) তার তাদলকা 

বানায়।'আয়লা'নামটি মালদ্বীবপর বিওয়া। এই দবধ্বাংসী ঝবড়র প্রভাবব ভারতববষ ণর দিবকর ৩৫০০ 
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দকবলাদমিার নিীবা েঁধ এত ববদে জায়গায় ক্ষদতগ্রস্ত হবয়বে  া কল্পনাতীত। 

মূলত কৃদষদনভণর এই অঞ্চল দতন মরশুম  দনষ্ফলা দেল ।রুটি-রুক্তজর িাবন দিবেহারা মানুষ 

দভনরাজয এমনদক দভনবিবে পাদড় দিবত বাধয হবলা। এমদনবতই ববে দকেুদিন ধবরই এই অঞ্চবল 

কৃষবকর সাংজ্ঞা পাল্টাবত শুরু কবরদেল। বড় কৃষক বতা দেলই না, বোি চাষী মজরু ধবর চাষ কবর 

সারা বেবরর 'বখারাদক' ব াগাড় করবত পাবরন না। কৃষবকর চদরত্র বিল হবয় মূলত কৃদষ-শ্রদমক, 

প্রাদন্তক চাষী, বক্ষত মজবুর ভবর বগবে এলাকা। বধ ণমাবনর কৃষবকর সবঙ্গ সুন্দরববনর কৃষবকর 

সমসযা, রুদচ এবাং দচন্তার ব  অবনক ফারাক বসিা অবনক সময় দববেষজ্ঞবির িৃটি এদড়বয়  াবি 

।কৃষবকর সমসযা ব মন বীজ- সার- কীিনােক -দডবজবলর িাম বৃক্তির সবঙ্গ সমৃ্পি, বতমদন 

সমৃ্পি সামাক্তজক বচতনার মবধযও। বযক্তি এবাং বযটির বসই দ্ববে বযটি বচতনাই ব  কৃষকবক 

ভদবষযৎ সুরক্ষা বিবব এিা না অনুভব করবল সমূহ দবপি। 

বহু তরুর্ উপাজণবনর তাদগবি পক্তিমববঙ্গর বাইবর বাঙ্গাবলার, তাদমলনাডু়, মহারাষ্ট্র এমনদক 

আন্দামাবনর পবথ পা বাড়াবি। তারা সমাবজর কুদড় েতাাংে বতা ববিই। প্রথবম এরা পদরবারবক 

বরবখ ব ত। পরবতীবত সপদরবাবর পাদড় দিল বমািা িাকা বরাজগাবরর আোয়। এবত বকান বিাষ 

বনই। একুে েতবকর মানুষ বতা আর বকাবনা গক্তণ্ডর মবধয আবি থাকবত পাবরন না। দকন্তু দবপদি 

ঘিল অনয জায়গায়। স্বাভাদবক শ্রবমর সবঙ্গ 'ওভার িাইম' বখবি কবিার পদরশ্রবম বস দতল দতল 

কবর পয়সা বরাজগার করবে।বস পয়সায় কু্ষদন্নবৃদি দনবারর্ হবয় বাড়দতও থাকবে। দকন্তু গ্রাবম বৃি 

বাবা-মাবয়র তত্ত্বাবধাবন বরবখ আসা এবির বেবল বা বমবয়টি বলখাপড়ায় ববদেিরূ এবগাবত পারবে 

না। দিবেহারা মানদসকতা দনবয় বববড় উিবে তাবির তেেব অথবা তকবোর। এদিবক তাবির বাবা 

মাবয়রা ২-৩টি ভাষা দেবখ হাবত ববে দকেু িাকা দনবয় েয়-সাত মাস পবর  খন বাদড় দফরবে গ্রাম- 

সমাবজর সবঙ্গ তাবির মানদসকতা আর কাজ করবে না। মবহে গবল্প 'গফুর' একদিন আদমনার 

হাত ধবর ফুলবববড়র চিকবল কাজ করবত ব বত বাধয হবয়দেল। কৃষক গফুর রূপান্তদরত হবয়দেল 

শ্রদমক গফুবর। কৃদষ- দনভণর সুন্দরববনর এই নবয  ুববির অবস্থানও তাই। কৃষক, বক্ষতমজরু বা 

প্রাদন্তক চাষী পদরবাবরর বেবলবমবয়রা আজ পাদড় দিবি দেল্পনগরীর দিবক ।একদিন সাত 

পুরুবষর দভবি মাটি বেবড় স্ত্রীবক দনবয় দভন রাবজয  াওয়ার কথা তােঁবির কল্পনাবতও িা েঁই বপত না। 

এখন আর স্থাবনর গক্তণ্ড তােঁবক বা েঁধবত পারবে না। অথ ণ উপাজণবনর তাদগি তােঁবক অদনবা ণভাববই 

বপোচূযত ও স্থানচুযত করবে। 

 

দকন্তু এহ বাহয। একদিবক দেল্পাঞ্চবলর অস্থায়ী শ্রদমক, অনযদিবক গ্রাবমর স্বাভাদবক তবদেিয বথবক 

িবূর সবর আসা-- এই িুই তবপরীবতযর িানাবপাবড়ন তাবক দনয়ত কুবর কুবর খাবি। দনব ণাচন, 

সামাক্তজক উন্নয়ন, মূলযববাধ-- সবই তার কাবে দনধ ণাদরত হবি অবথ ণর দনদরবখ।আজন্ম-লাদলত 

সাংস্কার আর গ্রাম সমাবজর সরলতা এসব তার হৃিবয় আর গুঞ্জন বতাবল না। ক্রমে দফবর আসা 

দিনগুবলা িীঘ ণাদয়ত হবব।বভাি আর খুব দনকি আত্মীবয়র মৃতুয োড়া গ্রাবমর িাবন বস আর দফরবত 

চায় না। দকেুিা সময় না বগবল অবেয ববাঝা  াবব না ব  বস টিক বকাথায় দেকড় গ্রদথত  করবব। 

েরীবরর তাগি কমার সবঙ্গ সবঙ্গ  খন উপাজণন কম হবব তখন তাবির দসিান্ত দক হবব বসিাই 
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এখন বড় প্রশ্ন। 

আর এক িল তরুর্  ােঁরা এলাকায় থাকবেন পড়াবোনা বেষ কবর অথবা না কবর, তাবির মবধয 

দ্রতু অথ ণবান হওয়ার মানদসকতা গবড় উিবে । এম. ক্তজ. এন. আর. ই. ক্তজ প্রকবল্প গতর খািার 

বলাক অবপক্ষা উবমিাদর (স্থানীয় ভাষায় 'বকাড়ািাদর') করার বলাক ববদে হবয়  াবি। বকউ কাজ 

করবত চাইবেন না। সবাই এক অলীক আবয়র উৎস 'মাস্টার বরাল' ততদর করবেন। 

 

আপাত দনরীহ সুন্দরববনর অদধকাাংে জায়গা জবুড় গত ১০-১২বেবর অি্ভুত এক বমলার 

আবয়াজন হবি । টিদকিহীন বসইসব বমলা দিবনর পর দিন এমনদক মাসাদধককাল ধবর চবল। 

প্রদতদিন কমপবক্ষ ৩০-৩৫ হাজার িাকা খরচ হয় ।এই খরচ আবস জয়ুার( স্থানীয় ভাষায় ফড় 

)আসর বথবক ।পুদলবের উপদস্থদতবত এই আসবর সব ণস্বান্ত হয় গদরব মানুষ। এলাকায় চুদর-দেনতাই 

বৃক্তি পায়। সব বজবনও শুধুমাত্র বভাবির কারবর্ নীরব িে ণবকর ভূদমকা বনয় রাজননদতক 

িলগুবলা।স্থানীয় প্রোসবনর সবঙ্গ চুক্তিবত দিবনর পর দিন এই অবস্থা চলবে। ববলা বেবষ িইিুমু্বর 

হবয় বাদড় দফবর স্ত্রী ও মাবক অকথয গাদলগালাজ এমনদক মারধর করবেন ভাবীকাবলর 

কর্ ণধাবররা। 

 

অনুবমািন লাবগ না এসব বমলা করার জনয। পুদলে কস্ট দিবলই সাতখুন মাপ। এস.দড.ও এবাং 

ফায়ার দিবগবডর অনুমদত বনওয়ারও প্রবয়াজন ববাধ কবরন না ।থানার বড়বাবু বথবক  বগািা 

পুদলে প্রোসন সাপ্তাদহক চুক্তিবতই বমলা চালান। অদভব াগ করবল একজন আবরকজবনর ঘাবড় 

বিাষ চাদপবয় এদড়বয়  ান। প্রববেমূলযহীন এইসব  বমলায় গ্রাম এমনদক েহরতলির  ুবতীবির 

সমাগমও ঘবি ।গভীর রাবতর বসই অন্ধকার জগত সুন্দরবন অঞ্চবলর মানুষবক বড্ড কািবখাট্টা 

কবর দিবি। স্বাভাদবক প্রদতবাি বন্ধ হবি অথ ণ এবাং ভীদতর পদরমণ্ডবল। সাধারর্ মানুষ খুব 

অসহায় ববাধ করবেন। মানুষ ক্রমে তার প্রদতবাি ভুবল অদচবরই দমবে  াবি বরাবত। জয়ুার 

আসবর আকোর ঘিবে মদহলাবির উপদস্থদত। আিে ণ-লজ্জা-ভয় সাংস্কার এসব দবববদচত হবি 

িাকার মাপকাটিবত। তাই দতন হাজার িাকার মাদসক ববতবনর আই.দস.দড.এস-এর সরকাদর 

চাকদরর জনয দতন লাখ িাকা দিবতও দপেপা নন মানুষ। এই অদভব াগও বোনা  ায় মান- সম্মান 

,ইজ্জত- আব্রুও বন্ধক দিবত হবি। এ বড় ববিনাহত কবর আমাবির। 

 

আর বলখাপড়া দেবখ  ােঁরা লব্ধপ্রদতষ্ঠ হবিন ডািার-ইক্তঞ্জদনয়ার- অধযাপক-দেক্ষক বা অনয 

বপোয় তােঁবির মবধয ঘবর বফরার িান থাকবে না বা    এলাকার প্রদত সহমদম ণতা কমবে মূলত িুটি 

কারবর্। এক ,এলাকার অদস্থর পদরববে ,সু্কবল পড়াবোনার অবক্ষয়। এস.এস.দস দিবয় িরূ বথবক 

 ােঁরা আসবেন অদধকাাংে চাকদর বপবয়বেন এই মবনাভাবব আসবেন, পদড়বয় োত্র ততদর করব-- 

এই মানদসকতায় নয়। সুন্দরববনর অদধকাাংে সু্কবলর োত্ররা সু্কবলর  দেক্ষকবির উপরই দনভণরেীল 

থাবক। বসখাবন দবরাি দডদগ্রধারী দেক্ষক দেবলন না দকন্তু তাাঁদের আন্তদরকতা দেল প্রশ্নাতীত। 

অসম্ভব বেখাবনার তাদগি আর োত্রবির সন্তানতুলয ভাবলাবববস পড়াবনার গুবন ব  বরজাল্ট হবতা 
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আজ দকন্তু তা হবি না।৫-৬-৭ঘন্টা িরূত্ব অদতক্রম কবর িু-দতনটি নিী বপদরবয় এবস বকানরকম 

িায়সারা বগাবের পদড়বয় আবার বফরার তাড়া তাবক বড় লান্ত , ,লান্ত কবর দিবি। এক সময় এই 

অঞ্চল বথবক অসাংখয ডািার ,ইক্তঞ্জদনয়ার হবয়বেন।এখন অদধকাাংে উচ্চ মাধযদমক সু্কবলর 

দবজ্ঞান োখা উবি বগবে অথবা মুটিবময় িু-একজন োত্র পড়বে। তাবির অদধকাাংেই আবার 

পরবতীবত দবজ্ঞান দনবয় পড়বে না। িুই, কী লাভ দফবর দগবয় খাল-দববলর বিবে? এত কি কবর 

দববিেী সাবান দিবয় বসা েঁিা মাটির গন্ধ গা বথবক িরূ কবরদে, আবার বকউ সাধ কবর দফবর  ায়? 

 ায়না।  ায় না ববলই ভাবনার বসতু রদচত হয় না। বকউ কাউবক বচনার প্রবয়াজন ববাধ কবরন না। 

উির প্রজবন্মর কাবে অজানা বথবক  ায় পূব ণ প্রজবন্মর কৃদতত্ব। দেন্নমূল হবয় 'না ঘরকা না ঘািকা' 

হবয় দতদন বকবল মাত্র অবথ ণাপাজণবনর  ন্ত্র হবয়  াবিন । বাদড় দফবর তার মবনর দদ্বতীয় প্রবকাবষ্ঠ 

(Second Chamber) আর অনুরণন  বতাবল না জন্মভূদমর ভাবলা-মন্দ। 

তৃতীয় সমসযািা আবরা গভীর। া েঁরা ঐ অঞ্চবলর ভূদমপুত্র এবাং ওই অঞ্চবল চাকদর কবরন তােঁবির 

মবধয ববে দকেু অাংে অি্ভুত এক মানদসক দ্ববের স্বীকার।স্ত্রী, বেবলবমবয় এবাং বনু্ধ-বান্ধববর 

চাবপ বসানারপুর ,বারাসাত ,মধযমগ্রাম ,বদসরহাি বা েহরতলীবত বকাথাও একিা ঘরভাড়া অথবা 

দনজস্ব ঘর ববেঁবধ থাকবেন ।বসখান বথবকই গ্রাবম  াবিন চাকদর করবত (গ্রাবম দনজস্ব জদমজমা, 

ঘরবাদড় থাকবতও)। ব  আোয় তার এই পদরকল্পনার অদধকাাংে বক্ষবত্রই বসই বেবলবমবয়রা ভাবলা 

বরজাল্ট করবত পারবে না ।বরাং ববদে স্বাধীনতা বপবয় অদচবরই বস আিে ণচুযত হবি। ফবল 

চাকদরসূবত্র েরীরিা গ্রাবম থাকবলও মনিা থাকবে েহরতলীবত তার পদরবাবরর কাবে। 

বিািুলযমান মন দনবয় লান্ত েরীবর তােঁর আর ভাবলা লাবগনা। শুধু দিন গুজরান করাই সার। অথচ 

এেঁবিরবক বকন্দ্র কবর আবদতণত হয় গ্রাবমর মানুবষর স্বপ্ন -আো- ভরসা। 

 

এই প্রসবঙ্গ একিা দবষয় এখাবন উবেবখর  প্রবয়াজন। আবগ সুন্দরববনর গ্রাবম সারারাত ধবর 

 াত্রাপালা অদভনীত হবতা। মানুষ সারারাত ধবর বসখাবন থাকবতন।  এখন দকন্তু বস প্রবর্তা 

কমবে। রাত বাবরািার পর খুব কম জায়গাবতই  াত্রাপালা বিখবত মানুষ থাবকন। শুধু তাই নয় 

,এখন আর  াত্রাপালা বিখবত দভড়ও হয়না ।দসদড, বকবল টিদভর প্রভাব অনস্বীকা ণ, দকন্তু 

তারবচবয়ও বড় কারর্ সুন্দরববনর মানুষ  াত্রাবক আর দনজস্ব সাংসৃ্কদত ববল মবন কবরন না। 

আমাবির বেবলববলায় সুদে-িুঃবখ  াত্রা, মনসা-মঙ্গল, ববহুলা ভাসান ,িদক্ষর্ রাবয়র পালা ব ভাবব 

উন্মািনা সৃটি করবতা এখনকার বেবলবমবয়বির কাবে তা হাদসর বখারাক মাত্র ।দকেু বের আবগও 

গ্রাম মাতাবনা বুদড়বো েঁয়া,পলািু, ডাাংগুদল, মাবব ণল,দকত্ দকত,গািন, হা-ডু-ডু এখন দবস্মৃদতর অতবল 

তদলবয়  াবি। 

গ্রাবমর আদিবাসী সম্প্রিাবয়র দনজস্ব সাংসৃ্কদত িুস ুবা ভািু গাবনর মবধয দহক্তন্দ গাবনর সুর বোনা 

 াবি। কীতণনীয়ারাও এই ধারার বাইবর নয়। এিা খারাপ কী ভাবলা তা সময়ই বলবব।দকন্তু দনজস্ব 

ঘরানা হাদরবয় একিা 'হা েঁসজারু' জনসাংসৃ্কদতর জন্ম দিবি। কািুবর, বাউবল ,বমৌবল, ঘরাদম করাদত 

ইতযাদি পদরচয় দিবত এখন আর বকউ গব ণববাধ কবর না।সবন্ধযববলা নিীর তীবর িা েঁদড়বয় বনৌবকা 

িানার েপাৎ েপাৎ েব্দ আর ভাটিয়াদল সুবরর গান বোনার অদভজ্ঞতা এখনকার  ুবকবির আর 

হয় না। মাঝনিীবত বনৌকার েইবয়র মবধয রাত কািাবনার দবরল  অনভূুদত বা বক দনবত চায়? 
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পূব ণসূলরর বপোবক ভাবলা না বাসা আর আধুদনক বপোর পবক্ষ দনবজবক ব াগয না  করবত  পারা--

এই বিািুলযমানতায় অদনক্তিত ভদবষযবতর দিবক এদগবয় চবলবে সুন্দরববনর  ুব সম্প্রিাবয়র 

অলিকাাংশ। 

সুন্দরববনর  ুব মনন তাই এখন অি্ভুত এক বা েঁবকর মুবখ িা েঁদড়বয় দিবেহারা। রুটি-রুক্তজর তাদগি 

থাকবব,ববড়া হওয়ার স্বপ্নও থাকবব, ভাবলাবাসার জনয মবনর মানুষ থাকবব, থাকবব আবরা 

অবনক, অবনক দকেু। দকন্তু  ার জনয তাবির এত কির বসই আন্তদরকতা,পবরর জনয সব বফবল 

ঝােঁপাবনা বকাথায় হাদরবয় বগল বর? ও বখাকা বতার মন বকাথায়? 

  

তথ্যসূত্র: 

১.শ্রীখন্ড সুন্দরবন: সম্পািনা: বিবপ্রসাি জানা 

২. আইলা ও তার পুনগ ণিন: সুভাষচন্দ্র আচা ণ 

৩. বই বভবস  ায়: সুপ্রীদত রায় 

৪.দনম্নগাবঙ্গয় সুন্দরবন সাংসৃ্কদত পত্র :সম্পািক দবমবলন্দ ুহালিার (জলুাই 2009 )দবববকানন্দ বরাড 

বাইবলন ।বসানারপুর। কলকাতা-১৫০ 

৫.সুন্দরবন ও আইলা ।সম্পািনা: বজযাদতদরন্দ্র নারায়ন লাদহড়ী ও সঞ্জয় বমৌদলক। প্রকােক: 

বতপান্তবরর স্বপ্ন। গুড়াপ, হুগদল। 
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স্বগবতাক্তির সন্ধাবন 

পর্ ণা মণ্ডল 

স্টেট এইবডড কবলজ টটচার, 

বাাংলা ববভাগ, 

দবিবর্শ্বর হীরালাল মজুমদার স্টমবমাবরয়াল কবলজ ফর উইবমন। 

 

নািযাদভনবয় নয়, এ সন্ধান জীবনাদভনবয়র মবঞ্চ। দেল্পী-সাদহদতযক অবেযই এই সন্ধাবনর সীমানা োদড়বয়। দকন্তু 

আপামর জনসাধারর্? দনবজর সাবথ কথা বলা, দনবজবক দনবজর কবর খুেঁবজ পাওয়া – সব বকমন এবলাবমবলা হবয় 

দগবয়বে তবিুযদতন সবম্মাহবন। হাবত বগানা কবয়কজন োড়া আমার-আপনার মবতা অবনবকরই বসই মায়াজাল দেন্ন 

কবর ববদরবয় আসা সম্ভবপর হবয় উিবে না। 

 স্বগবতাক্তির হাতোদন ব  কতিা িুিণমনীয়, তা এই আস্বাি বথবক বক্তঞ্চত  নতুন প্রজবন্মর একিা বড় অাংবের 

কাবে হাদরবয়  াওয়া বখলনা-বাটির মবতা। বযক্তিগত সমসযা দনরসন, সাাংসাদরক সুখ বজায়, বপোগত বক্ষত্র 

বমাকাদবলা, েক্তিক্ষয় হ্রাস, একাদকবত্বর অসহনীয়তা এবাং আরও নানান দকেুর সুরাহা স্বগবতাক্তি। তাই ববল, পৃদথবীর 

দনজণনতম দ্বীবপ একাকী সাধনা কবর স্বগবতাক্তির অনুসন্ধান কাময নয়। সকবলর মাবঝ বথবকও বতা দনবজর সাবথ 

দনবজ দিবয গুদেবয় কথা বলা  ায়। দক আি ণ পদরতৃদপ্ত! দক অনাদবল আনন্দ! দনবজর কাবে দনবজর আশ্রয় পাওয়ার 

েীতলতা, এই তপ্ত পাদরপাদশ্ব ণকতার মবধযও। ভাবুন বতা, আপদন হয়বতা প্রদতপক্ষ কাউবক পদরদস্থদতর চাবপ 

সামনাসামদন বপবয়ও বমাক্ষম জবাব দিবত দদ্বধাববাধ করবেন, অনায়াবস বসকথা মবন মবন ববল বিখুন। রাগ দকেুিা 

প্রেদমত হয় দকনা! জীববন বকাবনা গুরুত্বপূর্ ণ কাজ করার আবগ অথবা দসিান্ত গ্রহবর্র আবগ দনজস্ব দবচার-

দবববচনাও স্বগবতাক্তির হাত ধবর সফল হবত পাবর। শুধুমাত্র চলভাষময় জীবনই জীববনর সূক্ষ্মাদতসূক্ষ্ম 

মনস্তাক্তত্ত্বকতারও সুরাহা করবত সক্ষম, একথা  তই একাাংবের মতামত বহাক না বকন, বেষ প ণন্ত স্বগবতাক্তির দবকল্প 

বনই। অবেযই  ুবগাপব াগী তবিুযদতন েবন্দ পা না বমলাবল, বস জীববনর ওয়াদকাং বরস্ বথবক বাদতল। তা ববল, এই ব  

চলভাষবক সব ণস্ব কবর বতালা, এ ব ন দনবজবির অন্ধবত্বর পবথ এদগবয় দনবয়  াওয়া। বতণমান তবিুযদতন মাধযমজাত 

বখলা কতিা মারাত্মক ও জীবনহাদনকর হবত পাবর, তা আমরা দবগত দিবন বিবখদে, বতণমাবনও বিবখ চবলদে ও 

ভদবষযবতও এর রাে না িানবল আপাত উন্নদতর চাকদচবকয কতিা অন্ধকাবর তদলবয় ব বত হবব, তা ধারর্ারও বাইবর। 

আজ বথবক কবয়ক বের আবগ আমাবির বোিববলায় বিবখদে - পাদরবাদরক বা সামাক্তজক বকাবনা অনুষ্ঠাবন নানাজন 

সক্তম্মদলত হবল কত আলাপ-আবলাচনা, কত স্বতঃস্ফূতণ হাদস। এখন বসই হাদস দনজস্বীর বেবম বক্তন্দ।  বসােযাল 

দমদডয়ার খা েঁচায় বক্তন্দ পাদখর মবতা বসই হাদসবক বযক্তিগত ভাবলালাগািুকুর আকাবে ওড়ার অবকাে না দিবল ব  

জীববন অবনক অনুভূদতই রবয়  াবব অধরা!   

 দিও একুে েতবকর দববের িেক বথবক ব  অদতমাদরর কববল জজণদরত সমগ্র দবশ্ব, তাবত এই 

মুবিাবফাবনর প্রবয়াজনীয়তা বহুমুখী হবয় উবিবে। ব াগাব াগ, দেক্ষা, আপিকালীন সাংব াগ- সব ণত্র এর েব্দ-দনঃেব্দ 

অক্তস্তত্ব। দকন্তু মবনর মুক্তির পথ দকেু বক্ষবত্র দিো খুেঁবজ বপবলও, ববদের ভাগ অাংবেই মবনর দবকাবের প্রদতবন্ধকতা 

প্রবতযক মানুষবক দবদেন্ন দ্বীবপ পদরর্ত কবর তুলবে। 'বমঘিতূ' প্রববন্ধ রবীন্দ্রনাথ দলবখবেন "আমরা  াহার সদহত 

দমদলত হইবত চাদহ বস আপনার মানসসবরাববরর অগম তীবর বাস কদরবতবে; বসখাবন বকবল কল্পনাবক পািাবনা  ায়, 

বসখাবন সেরীবর উপনীত হইবার বকাবনা পথ নাই (পৃ- ৭১৬)।” এই কল্পনাও বতা স্বগবতাক্তির এক অঙ্গ। কল্পনার 
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সম্ভাবনার বীজ  দি দিবনর শুরু বথবক রাবতর স্বপ্ন প ণন্ত তবিুযদতন দবদকরবর্ শুষ্ক হবয়  ায়, তবব দবিযাপদতর কথা 

ধার দনবয় বলবত হবব - ... “অঙ্কুর তপন তাবপ  দি জারব, দক করব বাদরি বমবহ (পৃ- ১৩৭)।” তবব, দিবনর দকেু 

অাংবে  দি তবিুযদতন সবম্মাহবনর বসই মায়াজাল বথবক দনবজবক দেন্ন কবর দনবজবত মগ্ন হওয়া  ায়, তবব বসই শুষ্ক 

বীবজর অঙ্কুর স্বগবতাক্তির জলদসঞ্চবন উড়াল বিবব আত্ম-আদবষ্কাবরর পবথ। হাদরবয় বিখা  াক্ই না বকাবনা মুহবূত ণ 

– জনারবর্যর মবধযও মনারবর্য।    

তথযসূত্রঃ 

রবীন্দ্রনাথ িাকুর, ‘বমঘিতূ’,  ১৩৯৩ (তচত্র, সুলভ সাংস্করর্) রবীন্দ্র রচনাবলী, তৃতীয় খণ্ড, দবশ্বভারতী, 

কলকাতা     

শ্রীহবরকৃষ্ণ মুবখাপাধযায় (সম্পাদিত) ২০০০ (সাংবোদধত তৃতীয় সাংস্করর্) ‘তবষ্ণব পিাবলী’, দবিযাপদত, 

সাদহতয সাংসি, কলকাতা।       
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